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Abstract 

Three-Dimensional Reconstruction of Heterocapsa circularisquama 

RNA Virus by Cryo-Electron Microscopy 

By J. L. Miller 

MSc minithesis, Faculty a/Science, University a/Cape Town and Faculty a/Natural Sciences, 

University 0/ the Western Cape. 

Heteracapsa circularisquama is a bloom-forming, bivalve-killing dinoflagellate that is responsible 
for causing red tide around Japan and Hong Kong. It is infected by two viruses: H circularisquama 
virus (HcV) and H circularisquama RNA virus (HcRNAV). HcRNAV, a non-enveloped 
icosahedral ssRNA virus, is the major natural agent controlling the population dynamics. While 
there are many strains of the virus, they can be classified into two types, UA and CY, based on their 
intra-species strain-specific infectivity. The difference in specificity has been shown to be limited to 
the entry process of the virus into the host cell, presumably due to variations in the sequence of the 
capsid proteins. 

This study commences the exploration for the structural explanation of the strain-specificity by 
determining the three dimensional structure of HcRNAVI09, a CY-type HcRNAV strain, by both 
cryo-electron microscopy and negative stain electron microscopy. 

The virus was reconstructed by single particle reconstruction methods from two independent 
starting models. The first model was produced by using common lines methods to determine the 
orientations of rotationally invariant K-means clustered class averages while the second starting 
model was a featureless model with icosahedral symmetry. Refinement of the models was carried 
out in separate defocus groups for the cryo-EM data set and in one group with no CTF correction 
for the negative stain data set. Projection matching was iteratively used to refine the orientations of 
the images and produce improved reconstructions. For the cryo reconstruction the calculated CTF 
was applied to the initial model for each defocus group so that the images and the references to 
which they were aligned have the same CTF. The projections of this model were then used as 
references for multi-reference alignment of the images to determine the orientations of the particles 
which were back-projected to form an improved model. All the models from the different defocus 
groups were then combined with CTF correction to form one CTF-corrected model that was used 
for the next iteration. 

A final resolution of 18.1 A, computed by comparing the FSC of the two independent 
reconstructions, reveals that the virus is a T=3 icosahedral virus consisting of 180 protein subunits, 
contrary to what was predicted by previous homology modelling to black beetle virus. While the 
negative stain model only reveals the surface features, the model produced from the cryo-EM data 
reveals some of the internal RNA structure which is generally disordered, except for around the 
three-fold axes where the RNA binds to the capsid protein. Further studies of the UA-type virus and 
higher resolution studies are necessary to determine the effect of the sequence differences on the 
structure of the capsid protein. 

November 2007 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1. Heterocapsa circularisquama RNA virus 

"Red tide" is the common name for algal blooms, a phenomenon caused by the rapid growth and 

bloom of marine, estuarine or fresh water algae. The water acquires a red, brown or green colour 

due to the accumulation of phytoplankton, macro algae or colourless heterotrophic protists. The 

algae are dinoflagellates, single-celled, aquatic organisms with two dissimilar flagella, that release 

toxins into the water killing shellfish and other sea-life (Nagasaki K. et al., 2006; Sellner et al., 

2000). Dinoflagellates are either photosensitising autotrophs, endocytotic feeding heterotrophs, or a 

combination of the two (Nagasaki K. et aI., 2006). 

Heterocapsa circularisquama, shown in Figure 1.1A, is a small dinoflagellate with a case covering 

called theca, that was first observed as the cause of large-scale red tide blooms occurring at 

Uranouchi Bay, Kochi Prefecture, Japan in August 1998. It was subsequently observed in other 

areas of western Japan (Matsuyama, 1999) and off the coast of Hong Kong (Iwataki et al., 2002). 

This bivalve-killing, bloom-forming dinoflagellate was first described by Horiguchi (1995) using 

samples collected at Ago Bay, Mie Prefecture, central Japan in 1992. While exhibiting no harmful 

effects on fish, it contains a photo sensitising hemolytic toxin which is lethal to shellfish and some 

microzooplankton (Miyazaki et aI., 2005). 

H. circularisquama virus (HcV; ~200 nm; icosahedral DNA virus; Tarutani et al., 2001) and H. 

circularisquama RNA virus (HcRNAV; 30 nm; icosahedral RNA virus; Tomaru et al., 2004) were 

the first two dinoflagellate-infecting viruses that were characterised. HcRNA V is the major natural 

agent controlling the H. circularisquama popUlation dynamics, infecting 88% of the dinoflagellates 

at the peak of the bloom in Ago Bay, Japan in 2001. As HcRNAV is found in sediments, with the 

abundance decreasing more gradually than in the water, the sediments are thought to possibly be a 

reservoir for the virus, which is an important factor affecting the population dynamics of H. 

circularisquama (Nagasaki et al., 2004). 

H. circularisquama cells when grown in culture and infected with HcRNA V lose motility and 

settle. During early stages of infection the intracellular structures are mostly intact, with cytoplasm 

structure and organelle degradation only clearly visible at 33 to 48 hours post-infection, during 

which time newly formed virus particles appear in the cytoplasm (Figure 1.1B). The viruses form 

either crystalline arrays (Figure 1.1 C) or unordered aggregations in the cytoplasm. Cell numbers 
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Chapler 1.1nlroduction 

decrea,e 24 to 48 hour;; aft~r infectio n, due to I),.i,. however this is nOi complet~ as 10 to 20~o 

survive. although they are immotilc and lose th~ir tlleca (Tomaru ~I ,,1.. 2004). 

Fig",-, 1./. hum·II".'.,i"" "'~Clr"" mi<-rognlph, -1 Hci/ ,V.tVl09 inFmd H drculari. quama (HCLG· j strain}. AI 

II,,,,,,", lICLG-/ 1/ circuli~ i,q"'"'''' c,ll ,I",wing II!<! m. ·/""" ('\'. chl",op!".w (0) ,m.i Py",',.,idJ IP,,!, B) .. 8 h "ft." 
inji!coio" s/lOwinl( "i'apla,"" (rP) and d<gra","'oo <1' «x"",,/I<:> in I;"; <-j>upk<", n C,yw,lIi,., urmJ ' !i".",ari"" -1 
Ht:JI!.'j V!(f) in II!<! all. DI N,tal;""iv "aimd IIcJl}d rIlJ'! i!o/u"dfi'om ,II<! iymo< {Tomar" <I a/" ]OM! 

HcRNAV is strai n-SP<'cifoc as 10 which marine plankton it infect;;. It was found not to l:>e lytic to th~ 

32 marire ph}toplankton ,traino, including II 'tmim of tl\;: genus flelaocap"a, that wCrC l~sted by 

lomaru et ai, (2004), Additionally. ditterelll ,tnini; of HcRNAV will complementarily infect 

differ.nt H circulari.'quama strains. The virus i. th", ecot) pe-. rather than ,p.:ci~,-. ,,,,,cluc 

(Tomar" e/ ai" 20(4), HcR':'JAV can he cla"itied as LA_type or CY-tyi><' hased on tMir intra

'I""'cie, .train-'p"cific infecti,ity, H ci,'culari"quama ,truin, can consc'lucntly be classified into 

(hrec typcs: (hose that arc lysed by HeRNAV l.lA_lype. tho,~ Iys.d by IIcRNAV CY-tH"'. and 

thos~ that ~xhibit no li'sis for ~ither t)'pe ofHcRNAV (only two ofthc 56 strains l~sted: Tomaru el 

,,/.. 20(4). Th~ ffi'O ho;;t/vim' system;; ar~ indei><'nd~nt and may coexist in a bloom, t)\<:reby 

~ffecting. both tile 'Iloalit)' (i. e" the donal composition) and lh~ quant ity (biomas;;) of the H 

circularisqtwma hloom (Tomaru et ai, 2007). 

l'wo SI",mS, ]-klll'~AV34 and J-!cRNAV109, haw b.:en characteri""d '" typical t)pc UA and CY 

virul lira''''. The<c IIOIICnvclop~d, spherical viruses with no tail structure. contain a ;;ingl .,..,trand~d 

RNA genome ~pproximat~ly 4.4 kb long (4,375 kb for HcRNAV34 and 4.391 kb for 

HeRNA V I 09). Th~ g~nomes ofHcRNA V I (j<) and HcRNA V34 are 97% homologou, and both haw 
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Chapter}. [n/rud"diun 

1"0 major open reading tram~' (OR~'). In Hddilioo lh"r~ ~r~ four and six minor ORFs Ihat CCluki 

cooe f()[ prol~im of "pproximaldy 100 residue' for HcRNAV34 and IIcRNAV109 [esp.cti,-d). 

The fUrlClion of tl\e';e small ORF, is yet to he determined as lh~) showed no ,ignific~nl BLAST 

similarity tn any known protein<; (figure 1.2; Naga,aki d al.. 2(05). 

HcRNAV34 
(UA-type) 

HcRNAVI09 
(CY-type) 

ORF-l (Po lyprotein) ORF-2 (Polyprotein) 

Deletion 1'''"' \ 
[ . nt,"1 UT~ 

116 nt) 

.""" ------

~c'" ..... ,," 
• • 

~, .. " . : ... " • • 

10" .. --~ 

3' un 
Ill) 

"m 
Ill6 ntl 

Fiyu" /,2: Sdwmalic gmo,,", "''''',"" oUkKSA IjJ and HcRNAVf(19 ,,,,,I Ii", po,i/;"", of Ii" 'i"iabl, t cgion, 

H,,,.,! on \'~!{CA,aki <I ai. (l(}(J5) 

ORF-! (15 nucleotide size difference hetween the tW() strain,) has two con,er;'ed dOrnUIl15; a s~rill. 

protease domain and an RNA-dep"ndem RNA polymerase (RdRp) domain , This is mO<;1 likely a 

polyprotdn that is cleaved into the NO functional p"'t~ins. There is only 10", homolog)' "ilh the 

serine pmtease and RdRp domain, of other, iruses. ,ho"ing that HcRNAV i, quite evo lutionarily 

distant from an}' of the viruses th~t have l>een previously charocterised (Naga.,aki el at. 2005) . This 

is probably (",cause the datHb" ,e of a4uatic viruses is small "ith HcR."'lA V l>eing the onl, 

characterised virus inf~cting Diooloa. a cla%ification iliat includes dinotlagellmes (Naga.,aki K. ef 

al.20()6). 

The 1080 nucleotide' ofORF_2 cooe for the 38.2 and 38,3 kOa single major ,tructural protdn of 

HcRNA V34 "nd HcRNA Vl 09 r~sp"cli,dy (NHgaSaki el al. 2(05), The 1ll0,t striking difference, 

(",m'un the ge)}()mes nfth~ two types are four ,-ariable regions in ORF-2 (Figur~ 1.2). Phylogenetic 

analy.is of the variable regions from a num(",r of ,trai", coincidt:, "ith th~ ho,t-sp"dfidty of the 

v iruses. with type lJA and CY virus strains divided into distinct groups, Thi, suggests that th~ 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

specificity is due to the sequence variation in the capsid protein (Nagasaki et ai., 2005). This was 

confirmed by the same group using particle bombardment (Mizumoto et ai., 2007). 

Mizumoto et al. (2007) reported that when virus suspension was added directly to a host culture, the 

virus infected the cells and was replicated only when the strains were compatible. However, when 

the cells were infected by transfecting viral RNA directly into host cells by particle bombardment, 

infective virus particles of the type encoded by the viral RNA were produced irrespective of the 

host strain, although the RNA accumulation levels did differ across different host-virus 

combinations. This shows that the host specificity is determined at the entry process, rather than 

during the intracellular replication processes (Mizumoto et ai., 2007). 

Nagasaki et ai. (2005) have modelled the HcRNA V capsid protein based on ~ 1 0% sequence 

homology to the black beetle virus (BBV) capsid protein (Wery et ai., 1994) to determine where the 

amino-acid substitutions occur. The capsid plate is modelled as a trimer of ORF-2 products forming 

a T=1 icosahedral virus (see Chapter 1, section 1.2.1 Triangulation numbers). Seven and eight out 

of the 14 significantly different residues were predicted to be on the outside of the VA and CY 

capsid proteins respectively with no significant amino acid substitutions on the interior of the capsid 

protein (Nagasaki et ai., 2005). The secondary structure prediction of HcRNAV109 capsid using 

PSIPRED (Jones, 1999), and alignment of the sequences using CLVSTAL X (Thompson et ai., 

1997) displayed in Figure 1.3 reveals very limited predicted secondary structure homology. Because 

there are no homologues to the HcRNA V capsid protein, the tertiary structure prediction may not be 

accurate and therefore structural studies of HcRNA V are necessary in order to assess the validity of 

these claims. 
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1_2. Icosahedral viruses 

Th~ ,trueru",. ava ilable for a v irus are iL mit.d by tho ir n •• d for .mei.t\cy Virus., con,iSl of a high 

moh,,:ular "eight modeie acid component, surrounded b) a prolecli,e protein pad.aging, Ihe "iral 

capsid. n", uucleie acid, RNA 0]' DNA. "ncoding for the structural prot"ins of the ,irus and 

som~lim~, other enzyme, n~ce"ar) fOJ "iraJ replication, m,," be aeeommodat~d in<ide the cap<id 

It i. the]'dore ad,antagw", for the cap,id to be composed of a large nwnber of idenllcal ,maller 

units as this can be "nCodM in tho nuc le ic acid m()l'~ coneis.ly. Th.,. ar~ thus only a limnffi 
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Chapler 1. Introduction 

number ,>f genetically ecooom ieal basic shape, for a ~ iru>: helical tube, and ico,ahedrons (Caspar 

& KllLg. 1962). He !l."\IA V falls into \h~ laner gro!.! p. 

An ico,ahedron is an e~onor",cal shap~ for a virus as it consi.'IS of 6t1 as,"mmerric ,ubunit, which 

allow the virus 10 I,mn a large ,hdl ming minimal amount, of infonllalion (Ca>par & KllLg. 1%2). 

Klug and Caspar (1960) ditrerentiale betwe~n thre~ lype, of subunits: the chemi<:al subunir is th~ 

ind i,'idual prokin molecule. tlk' erY'Haliographic subunit i. the smallest a,ymn",tric unit. and the 

morphological mbunit i, one of the "bumps" or "knob,' of Ihe 'irus. An icosahedron is a platonic 

solid composed of 20 equilateral triangles. This hi ghly 'ymmetric solid (point grOllp 532) consists 

of 6 Eve-fold axes (hl'ough the 12 Hltice,. 10 three-fold Me, throlLf'h the 20 triunf'lIlar /aces and 15 

h'o-fold axe, halfway thrOIl0J the 30 ~dg:es. producing a lotal of 60 symmetry elements (figure 

1.4: !laker el aL 1999). 

Hguu 1.4: Q) An icalan.,dran and b) "d,""" ~n.,drQ" ,h,,~,ng '" ,w",,,,,,,> ""e.' allJ If>< G')'m_tric !mil ""d in 

ima!." recmW,uCliOlI. The lI.umlxfS (1 3. ""d j! indim" In., "",/,i,,,,, of so",,, 4 lhe SY~'~'""Y "'"-'- n~· ,..'i," 
'r4mi!b kfi'"-' ,ht· "')'~"",,!ric "nil wiJi,·h !. ~("mdd bv I}", Ii"" jOinirlf! odj"","'frw./oid and Ihr",(oId ax" (1x"".1 

onll(licR, c' (1/" 1999). 

The dodecahedron is r~lat~d 10 th~ icosahedron in Ihat il has the same ieo;ah~dral "mmetry bur it is 

mad~ up of 12 ref'ular p~ntagons. n'e 6 live_fold axes are through the 12 penruf'onai faces, the 10 

thl'ee_Iold axes are Ihr<>l1gh lhe 20 vertice, and the 15 tv.o-fold r~main through the edge., (figure 

1.4). A ,pheri~ul "iru, generally has a shap~ Iha( lies in between the (h'.'e m 'O icosahedral extreme, 

(Bakerdai..19'19) 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

The asymmetric unit of the icosahedron, which is the 1/60th of the total model needed to generate 

the rest, may be arbitrarily chosen, but is usually the wedge shaped volume enclosed by two 

adjacent five-fold axes and a three-fold axis as shown in Figure 1.4 (Baker et al., 1999). 

1.2.1. Triangulation numbers 

While an icosahedral virus always contains 60 asymmetric units, it may be composed of more than 

60 protein molecules in order to increase the size of the virus capsid without increasing the size of 

the genome. The subunits are then arranged in 60 sets of proteins molecules. In this case, although 

the proteins are chemically identical, their environments and structures differ slightly and thus they 

are described as quasi-equivalent (Caspar & Klug, 1962). The number of quasi-equivalent subunits 

which make up an asymmetric unit is the triangulation (T) number, which also describes the 

arrangement of these subunits. 

An icosahedron may be constructed from a planar hexagonal net by removing a side from some of 

the hexagons to form pentagonal vertices in order to generate a closed structure. In the simplest 

case, adjacent hexagons are bent to form a T= 1 icosahedron with all the protein subunits equivalent. 

A larger icosahedron consists of hexagons between the pentagons and is given a triangulation 

number T = h2+hk+/(2, where hand k refer to the number of hexamer subunits between pentamers 

in two directions (Figure 1.5). Therefore a T=3 virus, where h,k = 1, consists of a movement up and 

along one hexamer to move between pentamers. 

The number of different environments should equal the T -number with the number of subunits then 

60T, but this is not always strictly maintained (Baker et al., 1999), for example the T=7 

papovaviruses have 72 pentamers and six subunit environments, but only 360 subunits (Belnap et 

al., 1996). This illustrates that viruses do not always strictly adhere to the principle of quasi

equivalence which depends on small conformational and bonding differences. 

Some ssRNA viruses that are composed of more than one type of capsid protein, such as 

comoviruses and picomaviruses, may be classified as P=3 or pseudo-T=3 viruses (Rossmann & 

Johnson, 1989). Rather than three chemically identical proteins with slightly different environments 

making up the asymmetric unit, the three proteins differ in their primary structure but have similar 

tertiary structures (Rossmann & Johnson, 1989). Whereas picomaviruses are composed of three 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

Other folds which are more common in nonviral proteins but are found in some virus structures are 

the immunoglobulin fold (observed in the flavivirus envelope glycoprotein; Rey et al., 1995), the 

serine protease fold seen in the Sindbis virus core protein (Choi et al., 1991) and the four-helix 

bundle that occurs in the helical tobacco mosaic virus (Bloomer et al., 1978). While the jelly-roll, 

immunoglobulin and serine protease folds all consist of antiparallel ,B-barrels, the order of the 

strands and their connections differ (Chapman & Liljas, 2003). 

The similarity of structure despite absence of sequence similarity found in many virus structures 

provides a tool for determining long-range evolutionary relationships between viruses where the 

sequences have changed beyond recognition but the structure and function is conserved (Bamford 

et al., 2002). Similarities in capsid protein arrangement as well as the protein folds have led to the 

recognition of unexpected evolutionary links, such as adenovirus and bacteriophage PRD 1 that 

infect vertebrates and Gram-negative bacteria respectively (Benson et al., 1999).The ubiquity of the 

,B-jelly roll makes it difficult to distinguish between the possibilities that all viruses containing the 

fold evolved from a common ancestor, or that the fold arose independently in different viral 

lineages (Bamford et al., 2002). 

1.2.3. Single particle reconstruction of icosahedral particles 

Whereas X-ray crystallography provides detailed, high resolution structural information about 

viruses and other molecules, it relies on the availability of large amounts of highly purified sample 

and the successful growth of diffraction-quality crystals. Electron microscopy (EM) is not limited 

by these requirements as sample heterogeneity may be overcome during particle picking and may 

be used to reconstruct virus particles at different stages of maturations (Lee & Johnson, 2003). The 

structure of the virus produced by EM is also not constrained by crystal contacts. With 

improvements in reconstruction methods, three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction from EM data can 

now be used to produce 3D models at subnanometre resolutions at which it is possible to determine 

secondary structure (Bottcher et al., 1997b; Conway et aI., 1997; Zhou et al., 2001). While initially 

EM was simply used to obtain information about the capsid morphology of the virus (Crowther et 

al., 1970a), more detailed structural information has been revealed by EM as the methods have 

improved. Examples of this are the organisation of nucleic acids in viruses (Bottcher & Crowther, 

1996), the interaction of antibodies and receptors with the capsid proteins (Prasad et al., 1990), the 

mechanisms for virus capsid assembly (Bamford et al., 2001; Zlotnick & Stray, 2003) and virus 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

maturation (Roseman et al., 2005). As previously mentioned structure also highlights interesting 

evolutionary links between viruses (Bamford et at., 2002). 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) involves a high-energy (100 keY or higher) electron 

beam passing through a vacuum to interact with a specimen causing the electrons to be scattered. 

Widely scattered electrons are screened out by the objective lens aperture to produce amplitude 

contrast, while phase contrast (more important in single particle reconstruction) is formed by the 

interference of the unscattered and elastically scattered electrons. Electromagnetic lenses focus and 

magnify the electron beam, to form an image on a fluorescent screen, photographic film or a digital 

camera (Frank, 1996). The image that is recorded is a projection of the sample, with image intensity 

related to electron density of the specimen. A limiting factor is the sensitivity of the biological 

material to the radiation, which limits the strength of the electron beam that can be used that would 

otherwise increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the images. While the image is produced by 

electrons that have interacted elastically with the specimen and subsequently continued to the 

detector, some electrons interact non-elastically with the specimen, damaging the specimen and thus 

decreasing the quality of the image as more electrons pass through it (van Heel et at., 2000). 

The solution to this problem is to decrease the electron dose using "low-dose" methods for data 

collection (see Chapter 2). However, this leads to a low SNR, particularly in the high-frequency 

range (van Heel et at., 2000). Cooling the specimen to liquid nitrogen or liquid helium temperatures 

protects the specimen from radiation damage allowing for electron doses of about 10 -

15 electrons.k2 (Thuman-Commike & Chiu, 2000) but this still leads to very noisy images. 

Therefore it is necessary to average a large number of particle images to increase the SNR and thus 

improve the reconstruction. 

Single particle reconstruction methods are based on the principle that biological macromolecules 

are identical and thus images of many particles may be combined to produce one 3D model of the 

particles. Since the particles are randomly orientated, many different views are captured on one 

micrograph. Determining the orientations of the particles from their two-dimensional (2D) 

projections and producing a 3D reconstruction from them, is the challenge of single particle 

reconstruction. Icosahedral particles are well suited to single particle reconstruction methods due to 

their high symmetry and larger size which produce images containing more information per particle 

than smaller molecules with less symmetry (Henderson, 2004). 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

Model-based reconstruction methods consist of iteratively refining the orientations the images of 

the particles against the projections of model and using the new orientations to produce an 

improved model. Figure 1.7 outlines one such method, although there are many variations. 

The first details about the icosahedral nature of spherical viruses were discovered by Caspar (1956) 

using X-ray crystallography of tomato bushy stunt virus and turnip yellow mosaic virus. While the 

first negative stain electron micrographs of icosahedral viruses were taken in 1959, it was not until 

Crowther's development of the common lines theorem to produce a 3D reconstruction from the 2D 

EM images of human wart virus (now called human papilloma virus, HPV; Crowther et al., 1970a) 

and tomato bushy stunt virus (Crowther, 1971), that 3D icosahedral structures could be solved by 

EM. Some of the viruses that have been solved by cryo-EM are listed in Table 1.1. Many of these 

are deposited in the Virus Particle Explorer (VIPER) database (Shepherd et al., 2006) and the 

Electron Microscopy Databank (Tagari et al., 2002). 

TabLe 1.1: A selection a/viruses with structures solved by c'Yo-EM 

iVirus Name Resolution Year Reference 
I 

(A) 

Adeno-associated virus 2 10.5 2001 (Kronenberg et al .. 2001) 

Adenovirus 6.9 2006 (Saban et al .. 2006) 

Aura Virus (bottom component) 21 2002 (Zhang et al .. 2002) 

Aura Virus (top component) 17 2002 (Zhang et al .. 2002) 

Bacteriophage epsilon 15 9.5 2006 (Jiang et al .. 2006) 

Bacteriophage K1-5 (complete) 17 2007 (Leiman et al .. 2007) 

Bacteriophage K1 E (complete) 17 2007 (Leiman et al .. 2007) 

I Bacteriophage P22 20 2006 (Lander et al .. 2006) 

I Bacteriophage phi29 fibered (isometric particle) 8.7 2005 (Morais et al .. 2005) 

I Bacteriophage phi29 fiberless (isometric particle) 7.9 2005 (Morais et al .. 2005) 

Bacteriophage phi29 fiberless prohead particle 12.7 2005 (Morais et al .. 2005) 

I Bacteriophage phi29 mature particle 16 2006 (Xiang et a/ .. 2006) 

Bacteriophage phi6 nucleocapsid 7.5 2006 (Huiskonen et al .. 2006) 

Bacteriophage phi6 virion 18 2007 (Jaalinoja et al .. 2007) 

Bacteriophage phi8 core 8.7 2007 (Jaalinoja et al .. 2007) 

Bacteriophage phi8 virion 21 2007 (Jaalinoja et al .• 2007) 

Bacteriophage phiKZ 28 2005 (Fokine et al .. 2005) 

Bacteriophage phiKZ capsid 18 2005 (Fokine et al .. 2005) 

Bacteriophage PRD1 20 1995 (Butcher et al .. 1995) 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

,Virus Name Resolution Year Reference 

(A) 

Blue tongue virus 23 1997 (Grimes et a/., 1997) 

Bovine papilloma virus 25 1991 (Baker et a/., 1991) 

Bovine papilloma virus type 1 9 1997 (Trus et a/., 1997) 

Broadhaven virus 23 1997 (Schoehn et a/., 1997) 

Brome mosaic virus (native form) 18 1999 (Krol et a/., 1999) 

Cauliflower mosaic virus 23 1989 (Kovgan & Zhdanov, 1989) 

Cowpea chlorotic mottle virus (native form) 24 1995 (Speir et a/., 1995) 

Cowpea chlorotic mottle virus (Swollen Form) 22 1995 (Speir et a/., 1995) 

Cucumber mosaic virus 12 2002 (Bowman et a/., 2002) 

Cytoplasmic polyhedrosis virus 9 2004 (Booth et a/., 2004) 

Dengue virus (immature) 16 2003 (Zhang et a/., 2003) 

Echovirus type 12 18 2004 (Bhella et a/., 2004) 

I Equine herpesvirus 1 45 1990 (Baker et a/., 1990) 
! 

Fish nodavirus 23 2002 (Tang et a/., 2002) 

! Flock house virus 22 1994 (Cheng et a/., 1994) 

! Hepatitus B 9.1 1997 (Conway et a/., 1997) 

Hepatitus B 7.4 1997 (B6ttcher et a/., 1997b) 

Herpes Simplex virus A capsid 26 1994 (Zhou et a/., 1994) 

Herpes Simplex virus B capsid 8.5 2000 (Zhou et a/., 2000) 

Human Adenovirus Type 5 10.3 2005 (Fabry et a/., 2005) 

! Human Coxsackievirus A21 Complex with ICAM-1 Kilifi 8 2005 (Fabry et a/., 2005) 

I Human papilloma virus 25 1991 (Baker et a/., 1991) 
I 

I Human papilloma virus 60 1970 (Crowther et a/., 1970a) 

I Human parvovirus B19 (B19_Globoside complex) 26 1996 (Chipman et a/., 1996) 

I Human parvovirus B19 (Expressed) 26 1996 (Chipman et a/., 1996) 

I Human rhinovirus 25 1996 (Hewat & Blaas, 1996) 

I Infectious Bursal Disease Virus 20 1997 (B6ttcher et a/., 1997a) 

I Infectious Bursal Disease Virus 10.4 2005 (Saugar et a/., 2005) 

: Infectious Bursal Disease Virus Capsid 12 2005 (Saugar et a/., 2005) 

I Infectious Bursal Disease Virus Subviral Particle 7.2 2005 (Saugar et a/., 2005) 

Kelp Fly Virus 15 2005 (Hartley et a/., 2005) 

I Nudaurelia Omega Capensis Virus (Capsid Form) 25 2000 (Canady et a/., 2000) 

I Nudaurelia Omega Capen sis Virus (Native Capsid Form) 21 2000 (Canady et a/., 2000) 

Nudaurelia Omega Capensis Virus (Procapsid Form) 28 2000 (Canady et a/., 2000) 

Pariacoto Virus (Native Form) 21 2001 (Tang et a/., 2001) 

PM2 Virion 8.4 2004 (Huiskonen et a/., 2004) 

Poliovirus 1358 Particle 8.7 2005 (Bubeck et a/., 2005) 

I Reovirus 30 1991 (Metcalf et a/., 1991) 
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I Virus Name Resolution Year Reference 

(A) 

I Rice Dwarf Virus 6.8 2001 (Zhou et al., 2001) 

I Rice yellow mottle virus 25 2000 (Opalka et al., 2000) 

I Semliki Forest Virus 35 1986 (Vogel et al., 1986) 

Semliki Forest Virus 9 2000 (Mancini et al., 2000) 

! Simian Virus 40 38 1988 (Baker et al., 1988) 

I Simian Virus 40 26 1989 (Baker et al., 1989) 

. Sindbis Virus 35 1987 (Fuller, 1987) 

Sindbis Virus 9 2006 (Mukhopadhyay et al., 2006) 
i 

(Opalka et al., 2000) Southern Bean Mosaic Virus 25 2000 

i Sulfolobus turretted icosahedral virus 27 2004 (Rice et al., 2004) 

! Tomato Bushy stunt 23 1971 (Crowther, 1971) 

i Turnip yellow mosaic virus 15 1996 (Bottcher & Crowther, 1996) 

• West Nile virus (immature) 24 2007 (Zhang et al., 2007) 

Western equine encephalitis virus 30 2002 (Mukhopadhyay et al., 2002) 

i Yellow fever virus (immature) 25 2003 (Zhang et al., 2003) 

Naturally, the methods have improved over the years to produce 3D reconstructions of viruses from 

the resolution in the 1970s of 60 A and 23 A for HPV and tomato bushy stunt virus respectively 

(Crowther, 1971; Crowther et ai., 1970a)up to the recent 6.8 A resolution obtained for a rice dwarf 

virus reconstruction (Zhou et aI., 2001). This trend of improvement of resolution over time is 

illustrated in Figure 1.8. 

A number of developments have led to the improvement of resolution in EM reconstructions. 

Initially negative stain was used to prepare the sample for imaging. This, however, leads to 

distortion of the virus image due to collapse of the viral shell and uneven staining of the particle. 

Cryo-EM ensures that the particle remains in its native state and reduces radiation damage of the 

sample (Dubochet et al., 1985). The use of the highly coherent field emission gun (FEG) also 

improves the quality of the images by reducing the falloff of the contrast transfer function (CTF), 

which limits the resolution, so that more information is obtainable at high resolutions (Mancini et 

aI., 1997). In addition to these improvements of data collection methods, the collection of more 

particles, and the improvement of reconstruction methods has also improved the resolution of recent 

reconstructions (Figure 1.8). The resolution often also depends on the number of images that are 

excluded from the reconstruction as improved data lead to improved reconstructions. Ultimately, 
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Figure 1.8: Improvement of resolution of cryo-EM icosahedral reconstructions over the years. including the original 

negative stain reconstructions by Crowther et at. (l970a, 1971) for comparison. 

the quality of the reconstruction depends on accuracy and precision in the alignment of the particles 

(Mancini et aI., 1997). 

The first structures to be solved at subnanometre resolutions were the independent reconstructions 

of hepatitis B virus capsid to 7.4 A (Bottcher et al., 1997b) and 9.1 A (Conway et al., 1997). 

Bottcher et al. (1997b) refined separate models for each of the 34 micrographs collected using the 

cross common lines method to compare the 6 650 particles to projections. This was used to 

determine their orientations and phase origins which were used to produced models from the 

images. The separate models, with different CTFs are then merged into one CTF-corrected model 

which is projected to iteratively refine the orientations (Bottcher et al., 1997b). 

Conway et al. (1997) use the polar Fourier transform (PFT) method for determining the orientations 

of the particles. 2 040 particles were used from two micrographs of the the same sample at different 

values of underfocus producing a focal pair of images that were combined, with phase reversals to 

correct for the CTF (Conway et al., 1997). Whereas the Bottcher et al. (1997b) final reconstruction 

used 6 384 images, the Conway et al. (1997) refinement excluded over I 000 images for a fmal 

reconstruction from 600 particles. Although an increase in the number of particles increases the 

SNR and therefore the reconstruction, the use of many particles that exhibit heterogeneity or that 

have incorrectly determined orientations leads to a poorer reconstruction. The quality of a 
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reconstruction therefore depends on the fraction of particles excluded as well as the number of 

particles used for the final map (Mancini et al., 1997). 

Using their new Multi-Path Simulated Annealing method, a Monte-Carlo type of optimisation 

algorithm, to align the particles and determine their orientation, Liu et al. (2007) were able to 

produce a 9.6 A model of the rice dwarf virus from 62 particles and a 7.9 A resolution model from 

284 particles. These were the best particles selected from a total set of 4 865 particles. Randomly 

selecting 284 particles from the original data set leads to a poorer resolution of 10.6 A. Therefore, 

although high quality reconstructions are possible from few images, it is still necessary to collect 

many images as the advantage is due to the selection of the best particles (Liu et al., 2007). 

1.2.4. Icosahedral program conventions 

Single particle reconstruction programs use different conventions for their Euler angles, standard 

orientations of an icosahedral object and asymmetric unit for the icosahedron. It is necessary to 

understand the nuances of the programs if they are to be used in combination as the data must be 

transformed from one format to another. 

a) Euler angles 

A rotation in three dimensional space may be described by three parameters. Euler angles are a set 

of three angles that are used to describe the rotation of a three dimensional body by applying three 

rotational matrices to the positional coordinates of the object. In the SPIDER (System for 

Processing Image Data from Electron microscopy and Related fields) (Frank et al., 1996) and the 

MRC (Medical Research Council) software packages (Crowther et al., 1996), the ZYZ convention is 

used whereby the three angles refer to rotation about the z-axis, followed by rotation about the y

axis and then another rotation about the z-axis (Baldwin & Penczek, 2006). 

In SPIDER, the rotation is described by the notation (q;, B, If), representing the rotation matrices: 

sin(q;) 
cos (q; ) 

o 
o][cos(e) 0 
001 
1 sin(e) 0 

-sin(e)][ cos(cp) 
o -sin( cp) 

cos (e) 0 

sin (cp) 0] 
cos (cp) 0 

o 1 
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The object is first rotated by rp around the z-axis, then 8 around the y-axis, followed by If! around the 

z-axis again, with all angles describing clockwise notation. 

While the MRC programs also follow the ZYZ convention, they use the convention (rp, 8, Q), with 

rpSpider = - rpMRC, because the rotations are in opposite directions (Baldwin & Penczek, 2006). 

However, EMAN (Ludtke et al., 1999) uses a ZXZ convention with the rotational matrices: 

[

COS (1)) 
-sin(1)) 

o 

sin (1)) 
cos (1)) 

o ~][~ o 0][ cos(az) 
cos (alt) sin (alt) -sin (az) 

-sin (alt ) cos ( alt) 0 

sin (az) O~] 
cos(az) 

o 

The conversion can be made between EMAN and SPIDER using the following equations to convert 

the angles (Baldwin & Penczek, 2006): 

IT 
az == c!JSPIDER+2' 

alt == e, 
IT 

1>EMAN == tJl- 2 , 

Unless otherwise stated, the Euler angles referred to in this thesis are in the SPIDER convention. 

b) Icosahedral conventions 

There are different standard orientations for the icosahedra in the various programs. This is 

particularly important for the MRC icosahedral programs where the orientations that the program 

determines are relative to its standard orientation. 

In the MRC software package (and those from Purdue University and European Molecular Biology 

Laboratory; EMBL) the icosahedron is orientated so that three of the two-fold axes are aligned with 

the X-, y- and z-axes such that one three-fold view is (8 = 69.09', If! = 0') (Baker et al., 1999). The 

default orientation in both EMAN and SPIDER is for a five-fold axis to be aligned with the z-axis. 

In SPIDER this is such that when the structure is viewed from the positive z-axis, an edge points 

along the positive x-axis (Lebarron, 2005). EMAN rotates the structure 180' (or 36') about the z

axis. (See Figure 1.9) 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

a b c 

/ 

Figure 1.9: Standard icosahedral orientations for a) MRC, b) SPIDER and c) EMAN reconstruction programs viewed 

down the z-axis. (Images made with Chimera; Pettersen et al., 2004.) 

A different orientation can be used in SPIDER (Frank et aI., 1996) by converting the icosahedral 

symmetry file that is provided for the reconstruction, to the correct orientation. The symmetry file 

contains a list of trios of Euler angles that, when used to rotate a symmetrical object, leave it 

unchanged. EMAN 1.8 (Ludtke et aI., 1999) contains functions to rotate objects between different 

icosahedral orientations. 

c) Asymmetric units 

It is necessary to reconstruct only one asymmetric unit of the molecule because the rest can be 

generated by symmetry. In the MRC programs, this is bounded by two five-fold axes at (90", ± 

31. 71 T), and the adjacent three-fold axis (69.09", 0") (Fuller et al., 1996). 
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Chapter 2. Data Collection 

2.1. Introduction 

A purified and concentrated sample is required for EM data collection. The sample should be 

concentrated enough such that each micrograph recorded contains a respectable number of virus 

particles yet not too concentrated that the virus particles overlap one another. Typically lOll - 1012 

virus particles per micro litre is ideal (Thuman-Commike & Chiu, 2000). The sample is loaded onto 

a carbon-coated copper grid in order to be examined with an electron microscope. 

One of the main considerations in data collection is the radiation damage caused by the high energy 

electron beam through the sample, which reduces the overall resolution of the images collected. 

Additionally, because the electron beam needs to pass through a vacuum to prevent the electrons 

being scattered by air molecules, the sample needs to be stable under low pressure (Auer, 2000). 

The various preparation and data collection techniques are designed in order enhance contrast of the 

data and reduce this radiation damage. 

Initial contrast enhancement methods involved shadowing the sample with heavy-metal atoms or 

positive staining with metal atoms that react chemically with the specimen in order to increase the 

electron scattering of the specimen (Crowther, 2004). The two main methods currently used to 

prepare biological samples for data collection for 3D reconstruction, are negative staining and 

vitrification. Variations of these methods include cryo-negative staining, the carbon-sandwich 

technique (the stained specimen is embedded between two carbon films), and the addition of 

glycerol or glucose to reduce the artefacts due to dehydration and incomplete stain embedding (Ohi 

et ai., 2004). 

The term, "negative stain", is derived from the fact that the contrast is generated by the stain, which 

surrounds the biological material, leaving the virus particles, which have very low scattering power, 

as holes in the electron dense stain (Hall, 1955). While this method allows surface features to be 

identified, information about the internal molecular structure is limited by the penetration of the 

stain into the sample cavities (Crowther, 2004). Another limitation of the method is lower 

resolutions, limited to approximately 20 A, due to radiation damage from the electron beam and the 

presence of microcrystals of heavy atoms that form upon drying (Ohi et ai., 2004). The particles 

also tend to be distorted and flattened by the drying of the sample. Negative staining of the sample 

with 1 % phosphotungstic acid was immediately recognised as an good method for determining the 
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Chapter 2. Data Collection 

ultrastructure of viruses (Brenner & Horne, 1959). Other heavy-metal solutions, of which uranyl 

acetate is the most common (Ohi et aI., 2004), are also used to generate contrast in a sample, which 

is then air dried on the grid. 

Cryo-EM was developed by Dubochet and his colleagues at the EMBL, Heidelberg, Germany 

(Dubochet et al., 1985). With cryo-EM, radiation damage of the sample is reduced by collecting the 

data at liquid nitrogen temperatures (-170 cC). The low temperature traps the free radicals formed 

by the inelastic interactions of the electrons with sample atoms to prevent the spread ofthe radiation 

damage (Auer, 2000). In addition, the biological sample is maintained closer to its native state since 

it is embedded in vitreous ice. The biological sample itself, rather than the stain, is imaged allowing 

for visualisation of internal structure. Unfortunately the amplitude contrast of the collected data is 

very small when the microscope is in focus as the ice and biological material allow most of the 

electron beam to pass through. Therefore the data are collected slightly under focus in order to 

create phase contrast as described in Chapter 3 to aid in the alignment of the images. 

In addition to the cryo-protection from radiation, cryo-EM is also advantageous over negative 

staining as the frozen hydrated species is not distorted by dehydration as with negative staining 

(Saibil, 2000). The higher contrast due to the negative staining may be helpful in identifying 

heterogeneity of the sample (Doan et al., 2003; Ohi et ai., 2004), however, the cryo data in general 

result in reconstructions with higher resolution. 

It is necessary for the samples to be frozen rapidly, using efficient cryogens such as liquid ethane or 

propane, to form vitreous rather than crystalline ice. A thin layer of the sample solution ensures that 

the cooling is rapid enough, the individual particles are not overlapping and the ice is not too thick 

for the electrons to penetrate (Baker et ai., 1999). Excessive drying, however, thins the sample and 

can cause the particles to migrate to the edge of the film, where it tends to be thicker, hence 

increasing the particle concentration and possibly altering the specimen's structure (Baker et ai., 

1999). The sample preparation is therefore carried out under high humidity conditions to prevent 

dehydration, with the thickness of the sample controlled by blotting. Additionally liquid nitrogen or 

liquid helium temperatures must be maintained throughout the data collection process to avoid 

devitrification (Baker et ai., 1999). 
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Chapter 2. Data Collection 

The low-dose data collection method used to reduce radiation damage involves a three step process. 

First, a suitable area for recording is found using low magnification « 2 000 x to 3 000 x) with low 

irradiation levels « 0.05 e-.A-2. s-l) to prevent the sample from being damaged. Second, focussing 

and astigmatism correction is carried out under high magnification (> 100 000 x) on an area 

adjacent to that being recorded to prevent radiation damage. Finally, intermediate magnification (25 

000 x to 50 000 x) and an electron dose of between 5 and 20 e-.A-" are used for recording images. 

Care must be taken to ensure that the sample area to be captured receives minimal electron beam 

exposure and thus well planned collection strategies are used so that the area photographed does not 

overlap with areas previously used to focus the beam (Baker et al., 1999). 

Once micrographs of the sample have been collected, the next critical step is particle picking. The 

particles are picked from the micrographs into square boxes either manually or by using automatic 

picking programs, e.g., BOXER from the EMAN suite (Ludtke et al., 1999). An optimal box size is 

used such that it is large enough to prevent edge effects from further processing affecting the central 

particle and small enough to prevent long processing times. 

2.2. Methods 

2.2.1. Virus sample preparation 

A virus sample was provided by Dr Keizo Nagasaki's research laboratory (National Research 

Institute of Fisheries and Environment of Inland Sea, Hiroshima, Japan). The virus was isolated 

from infected H. circularisquama using the method described by Tomaru et al. (2004). Briefly, 450 

ml of exponentially growing H. circularisquama strain, HCLG-1, was inoculated with 3 ml of 

HcRNA VI 09 producing approximately 107 infectious titre.ml- l
. The cells were lysed and filtered 

sequentially through 8.0, 0.8 and 0.2 11m filters to remove cell debris. Polyethylene glycol was 

added to the filtrates to obtain a 10% (w/v) final concentration and stored in the dark overnight at 

4 0c. The suspension was centrifuged at 57 000 x g for 90 min. The viral pellet was then washed 

with phosphate buffer (10 mM Na2HP04 and 10 mM KH2P04 in distilled water) and centrifuged 

again at 21 7000 x g for 4 h. The virus particles thus collected were then resuspended in 500 III 10 

mM phosphate buffer. 
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Chapter 2. Data Collection 

The concentration necessary for cryo-EM is approximately 10 to 100 fold more than that of 

negative staining. It was therefore necessary to concentrate the sample using a 100 000 kDa cut off 

spin filter from PAL centrifuged at 4 000 x g for 2 - 3 min. 

2.2.2. Negative stain electron microscopy 

Negative stain was first used to view the particles and ascertain the concentration. The sample was 

prepared by applying 3 III of virus sample to a glow-discharged carbon-coated grid and allowing it 

to be absorbed for 30 s before blotting. The grid was then successively floated on two drops of 

water and three droplets of 2% uranyl acetate placed on Parafilm TM, blotting with filter paper 

between washings. The air-dried grid was then viewed under the Leo 912 TEM. 

Data were recorded using low dose methods on Kodak electron image film SO-163 on a Leo 912 

TEM operating at 120 kV and a nominal magnification of 50 000 x. The film was developed in 

Kodak Professional 019, fixed with Ilford Rapid Fixer and digitised using a Leafscan 45 by Ilford 

scanning at 10 I1m.pixel'! for micrographs with a sampling rate of2 A.pixel'!. 

2.2.3. Cryo-e/ectron microscopy 

Cryo-EM facilities at the MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology (LMB), Cambridge, UK were 

used for collecting the cryo-EM data. The sample was prepared for cryo-EM in a humidity

controlled fume-hood in order to prevent excessive evaporation. 3 III of sample were applied to 300 

mesh copper R2/2 Quantifoil® grids that had been air glow-discharged for 30 seconds to enhance 

the spreading of the specimen. The grids, suspended by tweezers in a cryo-plunger, were blotted 

with Whatman no. 1 filter paper for 1 to 3 seconds to form a very thin aqueous film. Before the 

liquid film could dry, the grids were immediately submerged in ethane slush cooled by liquid 

nitrogen by releasing the plunger (Bellare et al., 1988). This resulted in the virus particles being 

embedded in a thin layer of vitrified ice over the carbon holes. Liquid nitrogen temperatures were 

maintained throughout the subsequent data collection steps by transferring the sample grid to a side

entry Gatan 626 cold stage to be loaded into the electron microscope. 

An FEI Tecnai F30 FEG microscope operating at 300 kV and a defocus range of 1.6 to 5 11m was 

used to collect images of HcRNAV109 under low-dose (about 10 electrons.A-2) conditions at 
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Chapter 2. Data Collection 

55299.5 x magnification (nominal magnification of 59 000 x). The images were recorded on 

Kodak SOl63 film developed in D19. The micrographs were visually examined to discard those 

containing few or no particles and too much ice contamination. 102 of the 108 micrographs 

recorded were scanned at 10 I1m.pixel- l using a Leafscan 45 by Ilford to give sampling of 1.808 

A.pixel- l
. 

2.2.4. Computer hardware and software 

Image processing and 3D reconstructions were performed on four Intel servers with two 2.8 GHz 

Xeon processors and 2 GB RAM running Redhat Enterprise Linux. Initial image processing was 

performed using SPIDER 13 and 15 (Frank et al., 1996) and EMAN 1.7 (Ludtke et al., 1999) single 

particle reconstruction software. WEB (Frank et al., 1996) and v2 (Ludtke et ai., 1999) were used 

for viewing images. Refine and jJtrans, from the MRC software package (Crowther et aI., 1996), 

were used to determine the initial orientations of the particles while SPIDER was used for 

refinement of the orientations. Chimera (Pettersen et ai., 2004) was used for visualising the 3D 

models and creating images. 

2.2.5. Particle picking 

The micrographs collected by both negative stain and cryo-EM were converted from RAW format 

(from the scanner) to SPIDER format, interpolated to half the original size, and then copied to MRC 

format using SPIDER (Frank et aI., 1996). According to the Shannon-Nyquist theorem (Shannon, 

1949), which requires a sampling at least twice as fine as the resolution desired, this allows for a 

theoretical resolution of up to 8 A for the negative stain data and 7.2 A for the cryo data, although 

oversampling is desirable and a poorer resolution is expected. The power spectra of the micrographs 

were computed by SPIDER (Frank et al., 1996) and examined with v2 (Ludtke et aI., 1999), in 

order to discard those which were astigmatic or showed drift by possession of nonisotopic or 

incomplete Thon rings in the power spectra. Boxer, an EMAN program (Ludtke et at., 1999) for 

selecting particles from micrographs, was used to automatically pick virus particles from each 

micrograph with box sizes approximately double the diameter of the particle (200 x 200 pixels). 

The micrographs and picked particles were then manually examined to refine the particle selection. 

These particles were converted into SPIDER format for further processing. 
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2.3. Results 

2.3.1, Negative stain 

'I hin) three ncg,ati>c 'tain mLorngmph< with nrig inal <arnpling of 2 A,pixel-' showed virus pmtide, 

with clear contrast (example of one minogmph in Figure 2, I), 

Fir:~" 1.1.- A Np,",« UatM, d<cIrOll micrograph oj a ''''ga',,~ staill preparatioll of I/cR .... 'A IHf) coll. cud (>" " U (> 

Y 12 1'1::.1/ '" l2iJ jJ ' 

Interpoialion reduced the sHmpling to 4 A,pixer' whkh aliows for the 3 511 panicles with 

diameter, ofJ44-400 A (~6 - 100 pi"eis) 10 b<; pichd in 200 ~ 200 pixel boxes, Inspection of fhe 

picl..eJ pHriides r<'\'cakd thc pr~,e nc~ of ""'-0 d i,l i"" f ty 1"'< of partici.s. Particles .ither had a ",lid. 

white celltr~ or a dHrk'" centre (Figure 2,2) , 

n~"" 1.1: R. pr.",,,mive ""?,,,;-.', swin I/cN,.\':l rJlJ!i f'arlld~., -'Iw~illg "! u , ,,lid, compu.cl f'",ricI< a,,! b) a partie!. 

wi,h dark c~nlr< 
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2.3.2. Cryo-eleo:;tron mio:;roso:;opy 

aile hundred and ~ ight c!'}o-E\l micrograph'_ approximatdy 5 900 x 9 20U pixdl, "ith a ,amplin!; 

of Lg()~ A.pixcl" ' wCrC recOJ(kd. After inkrpoldll<.1n. this re,ult.d in imag's with 3.616 A.pixej"L 

' mnplin!;, A lampk micrograph IS shown in Figure 2_3 whel"" the lighte' hackground is the caroon 

film and {he darker bad.ground is the "itrcous ice in (he hok ofthc carbon film , 

Figur. 13: a) .~ "'f"",WaJil" m« m graph <>f HeR.'.'·j 1-/09 ohtained by eryo-EM. b) A clo," up of'''''''" or ,he virus 

{>ar' i<.N' em/Nlikd in .'i"eo~.\ ke in ,he i. )k q( ,he ,'",1><)" fil", 

In tOlal 2 593 oomogeneo", HeRNAV 1Cl9 particle:;. with diametm be{V.'een 318 and 340 A (88-

94 pix.ls), that w,,'. situated in the vitr~om ice and were clearly dj'tinct fro", the neighbouring 

particle, were piclcd from lU2 micIO!;mph', The C[fcct o f deft"',,, on the imag.s call be seen in 

Figure 2.4 where particl. s pick.d from mo dijTer~nt ""rocm groups are ,llf)wn_ 
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F/xM'~ }. ~: F,... 1'"''-'</ pElWl", ,.., ... .nJl:h ",roQ Jo.{,',,,,, gT_ .j ~aaH I/rO'<I' I al 16 pot ,J.,~1tS """ ~ 

Jr',."", Iff''''!' 19 II! lSI'''' '*f-"' .... 

2.4. Discussion 

Tlw range in dianl . k" lhal is q""kd i, llQ\ duo to va,;atio.m ,n the ,,,mpl. hut ,ath.r to Ih~ d"vi "' ~11 

fmm a ,ph~rc of :Ill ioosaimll'J\ panicle. ~ bUjI<:f d i~me!C{> (by 26 - 60 A) of!he Mg"l i>'c <lain 

J)ilI1icle;; IS ruMl>klll ,~il h lh" r¢poned ll~l. n",g err",. (Iof "c'g''';'''' >I"'llI" g o n :.:m.plc$ (Bo.isl;o!\ ct 

"I, 1995). Th~ fllrtid . uKt<lT'lWln " al "" nl()Sl hl..e1y the C"use khind tht h~!cmgcn . i(~ (If the 

nejlHt;'~ st~;n d~l~ as Ih~ p3t1klcs C<.' IIa1>'~ on lu I h~ ,,,lid ~Aroo n fLlm . Whi l~ the " "i>I.!i,·c stu, data 

d .. $100" mu.:h j\I'C:I!O:-T coD!t:bIIIl~n ..... c~" dma. 11", rt::.(Ilul ion i. poore. 

R" c~u, . of (h~ \"w conc<"trauo n of ,; ,us. the paI1ic1c.1 are 'l':tT'el), di'lriburcd on til. cryn 

n' icf()gJ.,ph~ O~ to to.:!( o f "l fttuiaL fu rther ,'Qoccnll Jllilm :wd d n a Culi«lion W~f~ nOI flO>-,ibk, 

Hv,, ~,·tr, lh~ high ~} mrnHr> o r lh~ ico>ah~dral ""mel", alio" .. r", hj~h 1\:,:..,),,1;011 rcronslnIChon 

Irom f~w~r jll11k k s, 
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Chapter 3. Preprocessing 

3. 1. Introduction 

There are a number of processing steps which are necessary before reconstruction can be 

undertaken. First, particles must be processed to remove unnecessary data that would negatively 

impact the reconstruction. Second, the defocus values of the different micrographs must be 

determined. The reconstruction is performed in separate defocus groups and it is therefore necessary 

to determine the contrast transfer function (CTF) of each micrograph in order to combine the 

particles from micrographs with similar defocus values so as to increase the number of particles in 

each defocus group. The defocus values are also used later on in the reconstruction in order to 

reverse the effect of the CTF on the model. 

Amplitude contrast is created when electrons are lost due to scattering by the specimen, outside the 

objective aperture. In the thin specimens used in TEM, only a very small fraction of the electron 

wave is scattered producing very little amplitude contrast. Phase contrast, however, is produced 

when the phase of the electron wave passing through the specimen is shifted depending on the 

spherical aberration of the microscope and the amount of underfocus at which the image is recorded 

(Erickson & Klug, 1971). 

The image that is captured by the imaging device in the electron microscope is then not simply the 

projection of the object, but is convoluted with the CTF of the electron microscope which produces 

resolution-dependent amplitude modulations and phase reversals, called Thon rings (Erickson & 

Klug, 1971; Thon, 1966). The CTF is due to both the defocus of the microscope, which is used to 

produce the contrast necessary for alignment, and the spherical aberration inherent in the 

microscope (Erickson & Klug, 1971). The image can best be deconvoluted in Fourier space since 

the intensity and phase of the Fourier transform vary with spatial frequency. The power spectrum, 

which is the square of the Fourier transform, of two electron micrographs taken at different levels of 

underfocus is shown in Figure 3.1. 
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n!l~" 3./; /""",i,,. ''''',,<j'H"''',' d two micrographs H'ill! "e(oc""" of") !,~ ~m ~nd hj 4 R ~'" T!u! {[V<rag<, 

OOci;p;roM",i·<ublrocwd p"",,,,. .'1M-tr"'" '-' , h",,,, on Ill< riglu, and ,"" f ill", <,ompuled e)'l" on the 141 'fh< f";"'" 
,'p«lra ~'ere dWrmi""d wuh C)'I'HSD3 (Mhkll'{ Grig,"i<jJ, 2M_II alld SPIDER IFr"'" eI ai., N9~) 

Becau,e the Fourier transt",'Ill is rntat;nn~lly im'arianl, when there is nu a,tigmati,m, it may he 

describ<d mathematically as a functiun uf spatial frequency, s. In rnUJier 'pace_ the image, l(s). is a 

combinmion Uflhc structure-factor intensity_ F'(s). 1ho erF. the ~m'dupc function. £(s), and N(s). 

the iocoher~m background ooise due tu inela.'"c ,eartering, ice thickne" and noi,e dclcrrnined 

empirically (Ludtke ,,/ al.. 1999: Zhu €I a/, I ~~7): 

(1) II .)=F'{s)CTF'I.)E'is l-l-N'I.1 

where. 

(2) CTFI,I=-k [ ,:( l Qll' inlyj-l-Qeo,(y) 

III 

" 

c \" LlZ\ ') y= -rr 2' '" s - , s 

and Ie is a ,caling cnn>1;mt Q is the froctlOllill amplitude cuntrast depending on the electron ""e'gy 

and 'pecimen thickness, C is lhc spherical al:H:l'l'ation cndficient of the objective lens. " i, the 

electron wawlenglh and JZ is the objecli\e ]',ns defocus (with "ndcrf<xus pusiti\'e) (Ludtke el al.. 

2()() 1: ZOO" et a/, 200.1)_ Thc CIT is piolted as the thin blue line in Figure 3,2, 

The en.elupe function is due to a combination of in.trumontal and experimental effects such a' 

spatial and tempmal coherence of the electron microscupe, spec'men movement, recording medium, 

and .canner optic,_ It leads to tb~ d.:cay of the Fouri~r amplirude with increas ing spatial fiequencie, 

and limits the rcsulutiun. AlThough it has many ,,)n1ributing faClors lh~ envdope functiun may l:H.: 
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estimated by a single Gall"ian envelope fUlICtion with "Kith_ E, e'tLmat~d e~ rerimentall)' (Saad el 

,,[, 2(01): 

(4) E.:.,)=exp (-B.t' l 

The CffCClofthc envelope function on {he CTF can he seen in Figure 3.2. 

The amplitude contrast is represenrcd by the cos(y} tcrm In equation (2) while the pha'c cOn!ra<;1 i, 

,ep,~sented by the ,inti ) t~rm, A, (j tak~, on value , ktween 0,07 ami 0, 14 for cryo-,pecim~ns ami 

0.19 to 0 . .15 for neg.alive stain specimcns (7hou & Chin. 2(03). it is cvidcnt from the CTF equation 

th"t the phase contr",t component will be much m()r~ importaJl( Ihan the amplitude coJl(ras\, A 

negative (overfocus) or small positive (lln<ierfocll') ,1Z WOllk! lead to a negati\-" y and thus OrllOsite 

s ig.ns for thc sine and cosine lenn, of cqumion (2) sO thall11c value of the CIT is .'mall, Thc poor 

low-",solution iITl.1ge contrast lhat thi' produces is the rea,on for recording image.' signiticantl)' 

underfocu> (approximatoiy 1 - .. ~m; Lhou & Chiu. 2(03), An increas~ in ,Iefoc,", ",ads !0 an 

increa,c in frcquellC)' of the CIT. 

Th~ only panme!er which va,ies in a given eXI"',imentai.,ellLp is the defucu < . .JZ figure 3.3 shows 

the CTf for a 300 kY elecnon !lllCm<cope al two diflerent de/oclls values. At low resolution, beto,e 
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lh~ CTF cross~s lero, lh~ magnl1udc of intensity is ahcr~d by (he CTF. but the phases rcmainlhc 

,ame. Therefore. for low reso hltion data. moh as negative ,rain data, whkh do not ntend past the 

flf'\ lerO ot Ih" CTF. C fF correction is urulcC~\,ary , Ho,,~,w, at higher r~solu(ions, when sintr) 

goes through 7e", and dlang~' _,ign, aJtefacts are introduced '" the oontra,t of image details 

corresponding: to the frequelKY are reversed (Erickson & KllIg:. 1971) and data are lo ,t as the 

lnten,ity of certain frequencies arrroachcs zero. 
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Data 10,] by th~ CTF th"] becomes ZCro at c~rt"in fr~queocie, "rC cOlllp~n,at~d for by colkc]ing 

data at a rang" of defucus value,. This r"qu i r~s the <klhcu< of the data to ~ ".,tin1ated by tilling a 

CTf curve to the averaged Fourier translonn of the micrograph Or 'ingle particle,. Th~ transfonn is 

clear~r if the micrograph contains lome carbon. ratlll'! (h"n JUS] ic~. or a high concentration of 

prolein ,ample. 

Various CTI'-corr"ction '!rat~gi"' (elucidated in Chapter 5) are then applied IO correct for the 

dislortion of (h~ data due 10 Ih.., C f F, Some of tll(;se involve proce"ing the dm" in sc l'aml~ defocu, 

groups whe reby panicles with similar defocus values are grouped to gether. 
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Chapter 3. Preprocessing 

A number of preprocessing steps, common to all reconstruction methods, must be performed on the 

images before reconstruction is undertaken in order to optimise future steps: filtering, centring, 

masking and normalising. 

In order to eliminate noise from the image, data of a higher frequency than the expected resolution 

should be removed. Similarly low frequency information, which is due to stain variation, should 

also be removed. This is done by applying Gaussian Fourier filters to remove the frequencies 

without introducing artefacts caused by sharp Fourier filters. 

The particles are initially centred, based on their average centre of gravity, with integral shifts in 

order to avoid interpolation errors. Interpolation errors occur when an image is rotated or translated 

such that the position of the old pixels is not the same as that of the new pixels. Each pixel then 

takes on the average of two or more pixels, decreasing the resolution of the image. This centring, 

which is later refined during further processing, ensures that particles are not cut off by masking. 

A soft Gaussian mask, slightly larger than the particle ensures that adjacent particles do not affect 

the processing of the particles without causing the images to align to a sharp mask rather than the 

particles in further reconstruction steps. 

In order that the particles contribute equally to the reconstruction, the images are normalised to a 

mean of one and a standard deviation of zero. This is performed after masking once other particles 

or dust specks are excluded so that they do not affect the image statistics. 

3.2. Methods 

3.2.1. CTF determination 

The Thon rings are stronger when the image contains some of the carbon support film (Mindell & 

Grigorieff, 2003). Unfortunately these micrographs contain very little carbon and sparsely spread 

viruses. In order to strengthen the Thon rings so that the defocus may be determined from them, it 

was therefore necessary to combine the boxed particles into one image, using the montage 

command from SPIDER (Frank et ai., 1996), from which the defocus was calculated. 
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Chapter 3. Preprocessing 

The defocus of each interpolated micrograph was determined using CTFFIND3 (Mindell & 

Grigorieff, 2003) which calculates the average CTF from subdivided square tiles, of which irregular 

areas may be discarded based on their pixel density variance. The following parameters were used: 

spherical aberration (CsJ = 2.0 mm; electron beam voltage (HI) = 300 kV; amplitude contrast (A) = 

7%; magnification (XMAG) = 27 649.75 x; scanner pixel resolution (Dstep) = 10 !-tm.pixel-I; tile 

size (Box) = 200 pixels; resolution range (ResMin, ResMax) = 35.0 - 7.5 A; defocus search range 

(dFMin, dFMax, Fstep) = 0 - 50 000 A in 5 000 A steps. The background was subtracted from the 

power spectrum, with the power spectrum fitted to a two-dimensional CTF to determine the defocus 

and astigmatism. The defocus in two perpendicular directions was determined and averaged to give 

the overall defocus. Micrographs showing astigmatism in the power spectra were disregarded for 

future processing. 

These defocus values were confirmed by generating power spectra using SPIDER scripts (Frank et 

al., 1996) with the TF ED command and using CTFmatch (Baxter, 2004) to visually confirm the 

defocus. The micrographs were grouped into defocus groups with a range of under 1 000 A and 

average defocus values for each group were determined. The particles from the micrographs in each 

defocus group were then combined into separate stacks of images. 

3.2.2. Pre-processing 

The particles were Fourier filtered with SPIDER to 10 A resolution using a low pass Gaussian filter 

of 0.36 and a high pass Gaussian filter larger than the particle diameter (156 pixels, 564 A). This 

reduced the noise and stain variations respectively. The images were then centred by integer pixel 

distances with proc2d from EMAN (Ludtke et al., 1999), masked with a Gaussian mask with a 

standard deviation of 20 pixels to a radius of 188 A (52 pixels) using the SPIDER command, MA 

(Frank et al., 1996), and normalised using proc2d from EMAN (Ludtke et al., 1999), in their 

separate defocus groups. The image stacks were again carefully examined in order to discard poorly 

picked or centred particles. 
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3.3. Results 

3.3.1. CTF determination 

The p0,,"cr spectra gcnerated hy CTFFTN[)3 arc .,hown in Figure 3.4 

C Ie c C ~ C C C 
C « • C • 'I C C 
C ~ C C C t < C C 
C C C C C 4 ~ C 
C c 4 ~ 'CC C 

~ ~ 

~ ~ I ~ 
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C ~ C _ « 
Figur< J.J: Po~~r 'P'"ctra 001" 1fJij ~'icrow"phs rwxrkd Ik "·.""I&ri f!'l""" 'pwra arc -,I"",·n an 'hI! riRI~ ard 

,I>< pOl<W 'P'"ctra eamputed I<JinR ,,,-, <kjOc'/,l "",I ""I'~m,,'i,m rki",ni""ri by CTFflSrYJ (JJind.-I! &- GriRari~{f. 1(03) 

arc .,h".,.n on 'h, left 
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Chapler 3. Preprocell;ng 

The defocus \'alue< (kt~rmit\ed from these power spectra are list~d In Appendix A. The defocus 

val"", w~re us~d to 'plit th~ data into ni])et~en defocus !!Toups with ,'~lue, of underfocu, ranging 

from 1,6 ~ to 4,811m. TIlis produced image stacks ranging in sizc from 32 to 374 particles pcr 

Mfocus group. When the awrage defocu., values of each defocus group me calculat~d and the 

corresponding eTr; are plotted. tlwre ~PP<"'~" to be good co_era!;e of the resolutIOn r~n!;es (Figure 

3.5). 
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11<:(0"'''' );'0"1" "ud in ,he """'I1\1,'.dlol1. rTF, ,",we i:<m,atd ~\." eTF ,imu/",iml !,,"ogra", (Jumg & Chi« 20M) 

How~,'er, displaying the CTh weighted by the number of partieks po;;r group (\VT = number '!i 

Woup,' x num/lcr "{p"nido" ~ tOl,,1 "timber "/p<1!"1icie.,). ,ho", that four group, "ith defoe,,, 

values ran!;mg from 3,0 1,m to 3 ,4 ~lm represent the mfljorily of the partieks (Figure 3.6). Thi., lead., 

10 data of cerrain frequencies b~ing more stron!;ly represented to the detrimenl of other fr~qucnci~s 

n~ar th~ z~ros in the fr~qu~ncies shown in Figure 3.7 wh~l'~ the sum and th~ sum ofth~ 'quar~' of 

the CTFs are plotted. 
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Chapler 3. P~epr(}(:CHing 
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3.3.1. Preproce!lsing 

A "anide at ' ""';UIIS st~ ofpr;>C, .... ing 0< ~huwn in r i~,'ure 3.8. n.. parTirk is fil terw 10 , cmo)Vc 

lh~ hl~h and km ~enci.; Ihat " lnla;n Clmanoons dala. IDO'ed to thc cenlre 01 lhe ;""'g<:. 

""5\.:ed 10 diminate I\;:: <ontrihulio(' nr the ~" rrvunding ima~< and normal~,ed 1<.1 ~nSur~ Ih~t ,,~h 

11!l:l1l~ r<:c~ ;ws the 'arne weighting. 

n,..", J. ... A "P'"'M,""';'''' p.D'1I<!. Q) i>tm p"'"" .. Ioq.:. '" f""" ... _~I"rtd _.tI!~ JI).J Okt4i,64 I. ~, <tm-o( di 

"""krd ~ "it" O""",,,,,jiio<"r of "lIIi", )} pix,/6 'w/.II{P1d(,," .In';...;"" ,)flO <»!d ' J 1fM"u"rd 

3.4. Discussion 

Tho: accurlC)' "f to. Jef""..,; "eterm i,~ [or imagc; "f 'Ingl. pr.xein parlid •• in i.:c I< l!e n .. a((~' 

''''''e, Ihan Iha. of imoges , ... main in!: e lll Wn Th" is due to lh~ wcalc. comn.t <.I f th. tnl"':CS 

W' thoul the strongl~ s,-attering carhuo. I ~ad 'ns I" a $" ... IIc. Ilumbet of , ,,,t>k Thon ffngs ",hi, b 

Cll\o.;:.,~ d,£1kll ll) 111 fming the NITe" CTF. VI') i ll~ d.plhs of the p3" "'\cs in ice will al"" ,m.,.,,,,", 

a.:CUr;lle d.'O< II, det .... mlnn" oo (M'n(l, ll &. v rib ..... ,idt: 2003). 

11,e cO","Stency bffi>.e.n Ih . dd;:"'" , "al tJe~ .... ed,,,t.d b~ CTFHNDJ (\tin"" ll &. Grigor'<:lf. 200J) 

a"d '15".1 uaminlltioo 0/" t1", 1'10" ~r en '! !:"lICraled. by SPlmm.', TF ED cOllllilalid lI'r~lI~ n "I .. 

1996) ;11 culllpari.,on to cakliialed ('IT. with L'TI' Mal" h (Baxt~r. 2()(l4) m"ngthcll~ Ih~ ", ' i~bi lily 

" flh. ,·alue., and tl,.,cforc Ih. dd"'\1~ groupina, In rctr">,!,,,ct 1ll<Jf. ,'are , hould ha\"~ been t"ken 

d~ r!ll!; <lata ~"II~cti<)fj tu .n,UlC alno<l.i' e-\lual numbers o f potrticks l"" defu.u. grollp. Th;! IS 

eOlTKled f()r dWlflg ,-"fif\ClIICnl Ily t,mi'ing the num b¢, " f flIInicl .. lil'td io Ih(lS<: ddocn~ groups to 

""It lite bc.<;t 10 In ucl! ' ...... "' ... de nt r«oMI"",ti"o (a:. a'i<;c~sed h~ ,'OlWLato>:il' <;C,)fe~ f()r 

l1h~nrMnb '0 proJCcli",,' IIf tht modd). 
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Chapter 4. Starting Models 

4.1. Introduction 

An initial starting model is required for refinement of the orientations of the particles. The starting 

model may be based on structures of related particles or an already determined model of the particle 

(such as previous EM studies, X-ray crystallography or homology modelling). If there are no 

previous structural studies then the model must be generated from the data using the common lines 

methods as described below, or conical tilt methods. Conical tilt involves collecting a pair of 

images at 0° and at high (60°) tilt to obtain a set of views with known orientations (Radermacher et 

at., 1987; Saibil, 2000). Another option is to simply use an amorphous model of the appropriate 

size, which, with iterative refinement, converges on the correct model. Once an initial model is 

obtained, projection matching can be used to refine the model. In order to determine resolution, 

ideally two independent starting models should be used. 

The principle of common lines depends on the central section theorem whereby the Fourier 

transform of an image, which is the two-dimensional projection of the 3D object, is a central section 

of the Fourier transform of the 3D object taken normal to the direction of projection (DeRosier & 

Klug, 1968; Fuller et al., 1996). Therefore the transforms of the two-dimensional projections of 

different views of an object may be combined to produce the 3D transform of the object, which in 

tum can be transformed back into a model of the original 3D object by Fourier inversion (Crowther 

et al., 1970b). 

This, however, requires knowledge about the orientation of the particles relative to each other as 

well as the symmetry axes, if symmetry is to be used. There are a number of different methods that 

can be used: real space common lines (van Heel et al., 2000), Fourier common lines (Crowther et 

ai., 1970b) and the polar Fourier transform method (PFT; Baker & Cheng, 1996). 

Fourier common lines can be used to determine the orientation of icosahedral particles without a 

reference model. Since the Fourier transform of two projections both form central sections of the 

Fourier transform of the 3D object (DeRosier & Klug, 1968), they will intersect forming a common 

line along which they have the same values. These cross-common lines can be used to detennine 

the relative orientations of the two particles (Crowther, 1971). 
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Chapter 4. Starting Models 

More importantly for the creation of a starting model, this same principle can be used to determine 

the orientation of a single projection relative to the symmetry axis. When a particle is viewed down 

a symmetry axis, the same symmetry is seen in the projection and the orientation of the particle can 

therefore be inferred. When the symmetry axis is not along the direction of view, then common 

lines can be used to determine the orientation. A symmetry operation applied around the symmetry 

axis (e.g. rotation by 120° around a three-fold axis) to the transform produces a second identical 

plane which intersects along the common line. Applying the inverse of the symmetry operation 

(rotation by -120° in this instance) produces another plane with a common line with identical values 

to the original one forming a pair of common lines. This can be repeated for all the symmetry 

operations and their inverses. In an icosahedron, the 6 five-fold axes (with two common line pairs 

each), 10 three-fold axes (one pair of common lines) and 15 two-fold axes (where the two common 

lines forming the "pair" are co-linear and thus centrosymmetric with phases of 0° or 180°), produce 

a total of 37 pairs of common lines (Fuller et al., 1996). 

The position of the pairs of common lines is known for different orientations of an icosahedron. The 

phase residual between pairs of common lines is computed over orientations of the asymmetric unit. 

The angular parameters that give the smallest sum of differences for all the pairs of common lines 

correspond to the predicted orientation (Crowther, 1971). This works best for orientations near the 

centre of the asymmetric unit as the common lines are well spread. Along or near a symmetry axis 

the lines overlap leading to less trustworthy results. The low SNR of cryo-images makes them 

particularly susceptible to this (Fuller et al., 1996) necessitating the need for the use of class 

averages. 

Due to the different views of particles present in a data set, and sometimes heterogeneity of the 

sample, it is necessary to classify the images so that class averages may be produced with increased 

SNR. The first step is a statistical analysis of the image data in order to determine similarity 

measures between images. Second, these images are grouped into classes based on their similarity 

(Frank, 2006). 

Image similarity is measured by comparing corresponding pixels of aligned images and computing 

their mean squared difference. Comparing every pixel in order to classify a data set without 

references is an n2-dimensional problem (where image size is n x n pixels), which would be 

extremely computationally intensive. In practice, pixels do not vary independently, but in 
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Chapter 4. Starting Models 

combination with surrounding pixels (Frank, 2006). Multivariate data analysis (MDA), also known 

as multivariate statistical analysis (MSA), is used to reduce the total interimage variance into 

mutually orthogonal eigen images that combine the common image features with minimum loss of 

information. This reduces the dimensionality of the problem as each image is a linear combination 

of the few eigen images. The eigen images can then be used as the basis for clustering the images 

into classes (van Heel & Frank, 1981). Principle component analysis (PCA) and correspondence 

analysis (CA) are the two related techniques used to implement this (Frank, 2006). 

While distribution of images in factor space may indicate logical classes in which to divide the 

images, this is not always the case. Automated or semi-automated techniques require methods to 

determine the number of classes and membership of the classes. The classification may be 

supervised, when the images are classified based on their similarity to a set of references (as used in 

3D projection matching), or unsupervised, whereby an intrinsic grouping of the set and their mutual 

relationships is used (Frank, 2006). In order to avoid reference bias, whereby images are aligned to 

form a model of the reference that they do not necessarily represent, unsupervised classification is 

generally used first. There are two commonly used clustering algorithms that are then used to 

determine the classes: K-means and hierarchical ascendant classification (HAC). K-means is a non

hierarchical clustering method involving dividing the objects into K groups based on their similarity 

to the centroid (average) of each group, which is recalculated iteratively. Penczek et al. (1996) use 

the observation that it is relatively easy to centre single particle projections and thus the only 

variable is the rotation of each image around its centre. HAC involves successively merging 

elements into clusters based on their distances in factor space (Frank, 2006). 

The success of the classification depends on the accuracy of the alignment of the particles. The 

alignment, however, improves with comparison to references, which in the absence of previous 

structural data, need to be generated from classification. Classification and alignment are therefore 

iterated to improve both the quality of the classes and the alignment of the particles (Thuman

Commike, 2001). 

EMAN (Ludtke et al., 1999) uses a different method for the generation of an initial icosahedral 

starting model. The combined data set is searched for the particles with the best five-, three- and 

two-fold symmetries by calculating the dot product of the particle with itself after rotation. Each 
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Chapter 4. Starting Models 

group of particles with identified views is then mutually aligned and averaged, producing three 

characteristic views which are used to build the starting model. 

Once an initial model is obtained, the orientations and centring may be refined by iteratively 

aligning the particles to projections of the reference model and reconstructing a new 3D model from 

the new class averages of the newly aligned particles as described in Chapter 5. 

4.2. Methods 

4.2.1. Classification 

Classification was carried out on a merged data set of all defocus groups. Particles were rotationally 

aligned and classified into 30 class averages, using rotational alignment with a K-means clustering 

algorithm (AP CA from SPIDER; Frank et al., 1996), and then centred using reference-free 

alignment as implemented by the AP SA command (Frank et aI., 1996). Although the procedure was 

iterated, the class averages from the first iteration were used for the generation of the initial model 

from common lines. 

4.2.2. Initial mode/- common lines 

The common lines method implemented in the program refine, provided by Tony Crowther (MRC 

LMB, Cambridge, UK), was used to determine the orientation of the class averages (Crowther et 

aI., 1996). The refine program determines the Crowther residual, standard deviation (sigma) and the 

weighted Crowther residual (weighted by the standard deviation), in order to compare the images 

with the positions of the predicted pairs of common lines for orientations over the asymmetric unit. 

Class averages were chosen that showed clear structure and that produced self-consistent results 

(i.e. the same orientations predicted by the standard deviation and the weighted Crowther residual) 

with good statistics. Models were formed by using the iterative algebraic reconstruction technique 

to back-project one or more class averages with the SPIDER command, BP RP (see Chapter 5 for a 

discussion on back-projection; Frank et al., 1996), using the orientations determined by refine 

(Crowther et al., 1996). The most defined model was chosen and subjected to one iteration of 

projection matching and back-projection using the merged set of cryo-data from all the defocus 

groups in order to confirm whether or not the model is agreed with the data. This model was then 

used as the initial model in further reconstructions. 
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Chapter 4. Starting Models 

A second starting model was produced by Alan Roseman (MRC LMB, Cambridge, UK) using 

similar methods, although different class averages were produced and five of them were used to 

form the initial model. This was used as an independent model from which to reconstruct an 

independent data set in order to determine the resolution of the reconstruction. (See Chapter 5, 

section 5.2.5: Resolution determination.) 

4.2.3. Generation of symmetry file 

In order to use these angles to produce a model in SPIDER (Frank et al., 1996), it is necessary to 

create a symmetry file containing the correct angles for the icosahedral symmetry with MRC 

orientation, i.e., three perpendicular two-fold axes concurrent with the X-, y- and z-axes. This was 

done by rotating the angles of the icosahedral symmetry file provided with SPIDER (Frank et al., 

1996), using MA TLAB (Math Works) to perform the calculations. The symmetry rotation matrix for 

the MRC object, from which the symmetry angles were calculated, was determined by applying a 

rotation matrix, with SPIDER Euler angles (<p = -90', () = 90', \jf = -31.72'), to convert an 

icosahedron with MRC orientation into SPIDER orientation, then applying the rotation matrix with 

the Euler angles specified by the symmetry file, before applying the inverse of the first rotation 

matrix in order to rotate the object back to the MRC orientation. The overall angles of rotation for 

each equivalent orientation of the icosahedron, were extracted from this fmal rotation matrix and 

stored as a new symmetry file (Appendix B) specific to the MRC icosahedral orientation. 

4.2.4. Initial mode/- EMAN 

Another initial model was made by running the EMAN command, starticos (described in Chapter 

4.1; Ludtke et al., 1999), using 100 images per class in order to create an icosahedral starting 

model. This model was rotated by the EMAN Euler angles (58.27°, 270°, 0°) in order to orientate it 

in the MRC convention, then subjected to ten rounds of projection matching of the combined cryo

data set of HcRNA V 1 09 images to improve the initially noisy starting model before refinement in 

separate defocus groups. 
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Ch"pla';, Starling Mood" 

4,3, Results 

Th~ class a,'erage, prod uceu by K-m~ans cla.\,ifLcation are shown in Figure 4.1 . 

Fi/fwre 4,1: n ,My d an "'''''''iW' ff"",wd Jro" , '"'" "Yck of K-_a>~' c/"',-ifi(, f'liO'1 will, ,\/'IIJFR (l'r~nk H "I. , / 996) 

mod viln< cd wilh E,liAA' (hdl' e <I ~I., 1999i. 

The orienlal iou parameters del. "nilled by rejine (Cro\\11"'r el al.. 1'YJ6) a", g i\'~n wilh their 

correspo nd ing weighteu Cro\q her re,iuual> in Table 4,1. Vue to the poor contra,t of the un>tained, 

v itrified .,ample and therefore high SNR ill II", dala (ru li er el ai , 1995), th e re,u ll, are not ",liab le, 

parlicularly near the 'ymmelry a"es, v. ith their inaccurale orientation, , ugge,le,1 by lhe 'igma and 

we ighte,l C"m1her resKl ual, . Therefore class average, had 10 1>. carefu lly pic ked. The starti llg 

models produced when muluple cI",s a,'erages and th~ir respeclh'e orientallOn> were used. wer~ 

featurel e" due to inaccurale ori entation, "a",ing averaging of,) mmetry -u nrelated feature" 
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Chapter 4. Starting Models 

Table 4.1: Orientations of class averages and their weighted Crowther residuals as determined by refine (MRC; 

Crowther et aI., 1996). The angles are given as SPIDER Euler angles. 

Weighted 
Class IIln en cpn Crowther 

Residual 
1 29 87 2 13.5 
2 53 81 1 13.1 
3 46 73 3 16.5 
4 23 90 25 17.9 
5 64 87 15 17.8 
6 8 80 2 18.6 

I 

7 16 89 -6 17.8 
8 37 81 13 18.9 
9 8 87 -5 16.1 

10 103 86 -9 17.4 
11 126 88 -23 21.3 . 
12 60 86 1 14.7 
13 78 81 14 20.6 
14 33 87 7 17.1 
15 52 89 -23 15.5 
16 104 90 -18 17.6 
17 151 86 -10 18.9 
18 168 89 -9 16.9 
19 21 89 6 15.5 
20 97 77 2 16.4 
21 112 83 -14 18.8 . 
22 25 87 -18 15.1 
23 93 80 0 18.5 
24 122 88 6 16.1 
25 169 88 17 18.4 
26 172 72 3 18.9 
27 23 79 4 17'~1 
28 121 76 -1 20.8 

Class average 19 is highlighted in Table 4.1 as it was used to produce the starting model. Although 

the Crowther residual is not the lowest for class 19, it showed consistency in the angle determined 

by the three statistics used: the Crowther residual, sigma and weighted Crowther residual. This class 

average, numbered 18 in Figure 4.1, shows clearly defined bumps, as did the model once it was 

constructed. The quality of this model was greatly improved by one round of refinement as shown 

in Figure 4.2a and b. This model resembles the Roseman starting model which is shown in Figure 

4.2c. 
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Chapter 4. Starting Models 

4.4. Discussion 

The initial classes generated by K-means classification are not very distinct due to poor alignment 

of the images. This explains the poor success of the common lines method in determining the 

orientations of the particles. These errors were enhanced when more than one image was used to 

produce a model, forming featureless models. While further multi-reference alignment would have 

improved the class averages, and hence the orientations assigned to them, this proved unnecessary 

as a reasonable starting model was produced. The formation of a starting model from a single class 

average is possible due to the high symmetry of icosahedral viruses. 

Both models produced by common lines are very similar due to the similar methods used in the 

construction of both of them. Although the Roseman model has sharper peaks, they are in similar 

positions to the common lines model and refined to the same final reconstruction. 

While the initial model created by EMAN is featureless, the improvement of the model by iteration 

attests to the relative insignificance of the starting model, which is improved by refinement. The 

model at this stage is still distinctly different to the models formed by common lines (Figure 4.3c) 

and therefore is a good starting model for further resolution determination. 
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Chapter 5. Refinement 

5.1. Introduction 

Once an initial model is obtained, it can be used to refme the orientations assigned to the particles. 

This involves refining five parameters: three angles of rotation (ljI, fJ and cp over the asymmetric 

unit; cp E [0°, 360°], fJ E [69.09°,90°], ljI E [-31.17°,31.17°] ) and two translation parameters (x 

and y). A variety of methods are used to refine these parameters for each image. These can be 

generally classified as following one of two model-based methods: common lines refinement, 

implemented in Fourier space (Zhou, 2003) or real space (van Heel et al., 2000), and 3D projection 

matching, using cross-correlation or the polar Fourier transform (PFT; Baker & Cheng, 1996) to 

determine to which projection the images best align. 

Both methods involve determination of the orientations of the particles based on relation to views of 

the model. In the cross-common lines method, the orientation of the particle relative to a small set of 

views of a model, with known orientations (usually projections), is determined by comparing the 

positions of pairs of common lines using the phase residual as a measurement as described in 

Chapter 4 (Crowther, 1971). 

The 3D projection matching algorithm, successfully used for many asymmetric particles as well as 

those with higher symmetry, involves the comparison of the compete set of projections of the 

asymmetric unit with each image to determine the correct orientations (ljI, fJ) by assigning the 

orientation of the projection that matches the image best. This can be determined by cross

correlation of the image and each projection over a range of azimuthal angles (cp) and shifts (x, y) in 

order to align it to the reference projection (Frank, 2006). Alternatively this may be carried out for 

the Fourier transforms of the projections and images (Joyeux & Penczek, 2002). The PFT method 

increases the speed of this process by breaking this down into two steps. First, the rotationally 

invariant polar Fourier transforms of the projections and images are compared by cross-correlation 

to determine the best values of fJ and ljI. Second, real space cross-correlation of the image with the 

appropriate projection is then used to refine the phase origin (x, y) and azimuthal orientation (cp) of 

the image (Baker & Cheng, 1996). 

Crowther (1970b) determines the minimum number of evenly spaced views, n, needed to 

reconstruct an asymmetric particle with diameter D to a resolution of d: 
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Chapter 5. Refinement 

(1) 
rrD 

n=--
d 

This is reduced 60-fold in the case of spherical viruses due to the icosahedral symmetry (Zhou & 

Chiu, 2003), allowing for reconstruction from very few views. However, the low SNR of the low 

dose images of the particles necessitates oversampling (Zhou & Chiu, 2003). Whereas only a few 

views are needed to reconstruct an icosahedral particle, many more projections are needed to 

accurately determine the orientations of the particles by projection matching. Small inaccuracies in 

the determination of particle orientations lead to loss of resolution of the model reconstructed from 

these views, particularly when symmetry is applied. 

Once the orientations are determined, the particles (or the class averages of particles with the same 

orientations) are back-projected to reconstruct the 3D model. The three types oftechniques used are 

weighted back-projection, Fourier reconstruction techniques and iterative algebraic reconstruction 

(Frank, 2006). With the weighted back-projection method, the density of the aligned views is back

projected from 2D into a 3D view. The summation of all the 3D volumes generated from the 

different views produces the 3D reconstruction. Weighting is necessary for the back-projection 

method because the conversion between polar and Cartesian coordinates in the algorithm leads to 

imbalance in the representation of spatial frequencies. While the weighting function is simple for 

evenly spaced projections, this becomes much more complex when the angular increments are not 

even (Frank, 2006). Fourier reconstruction methods use the projection theorem that the Fourier 

transforms of projections are central slices of the Fourier transform of the 3D model. Complications 

arise in interpolation as the transforms due to sampling the Fourier space at discreet points which 

may not coincide with the positions of the transforms of the images (Frank, 2006), but a fast and 

accurate Fourier interpolation method has been developed (Penczek et al., 2004). Iterative 

algebraic reconstruction methods involve iteratively comparing the 2D images to projections of an 

estimated 3D volume and adjusting the volume to decrease the differences between them. These 

methods are quite flexible, producing high quality results, but require a large amount of computing 

power (Frank, 2006). 

The various strategies used for the CTF correction differ on when in the reconstruction the CTF is 

corrected: directly to the micrograph, although separately in different areas, before processing (van 

Heel et al., 2000); on particle averages collected in defocus pairs of the same image (Conway et al., 

1997); at the image level after the particles have been aligned and centred to models that have been 
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Chapter 5. Refinement 

multiplied by a CTF (Zhou et ai., 1994); or at the 3D map level (Bottcher & Crowther, 1996; 

Penczek et aI., 1997). CTF correction of the whole micrograph or of the individual particles allows 

for refinement of all the data together, which increases the SNR by averaging many particles. The 

disadvantage is that the contrast, which is generated by the CTF and aids in alignment, is decreased. 

One of the problems with performing the CTF correction on the models, is that the increased SNR 

(which is due to the averaging of many images) is decreased when the reconstructions are carried 

out in separate defocus groups. This can be overcome by aligning the images to the projections of 

the CTF-corrected model (produced by combining the models of the different defocus groups with 

CTF correction; Penczek et ai., 1997), that has had the appropriate CTF applied. 

There are a number of ways to correct for the CTF. The simplest correction is to simply reverse the 

sign of the negative phases so that they are all positive, leaving the amplitudes modified by the 

CTF. A better correction involves essentially dividing the transform of the image by the CTF and 

envelope function using a Wiener-like filter function so that the intensity of the transform is 

approximately constant except for the data points near the zeros in the CTF, which are excluded to 

avoid amplifying noise. 

CTF correction is used to recover the amplitudes of the the Fourier transform of the images that are 

affected by the CTF. Since the Fourier transform of the image, J(s), is the product of the Fourier 

transform ofthe object, res) and the CTF, 

it would appear that, in the absence of noise (JV2(s)), the object should be recoverable by dividing 

the Fourier transform of the image by the CTF. However, noise is present and would be enhanced in 

regions where the CTF is small, at both the low- and high-spatial frequencies. More 

problematically, the CTF crosses zero producing areas where division is impossible. The solution, 

which takes this into account, is the Weiner filter (equation 3) which is plotted in Figure 5.1 

(Penczek et al., 1997): 

(3) W(s) CTF*(s) 

ICTF (s )12 + 1 / SNR 
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Chapter 5. Refinement 

noise (Frank, 2002). The 3-(5 criterion give resolution values that are consistently much higher than 

those determined using the 0.5 cutoff (Frank, 2006). 

Since viruses are composed of both protein and nucleic acid, it is necessary to separate the protein 

and nucleic acid to determine the correct threshold for the volume using the densities of the two 

components as they have different densities and electron densities. Although the elastic scattering of 

electrons from nucleic acids is predicted to be more than twice as strong as that of proteins (Smith 

& Langmore, 1992), the symmetrisation of the particle decreases the electron density as the 

icosahedral symmetry is not necessarily extended to the nucleic acid. 

While the predicted volumes of the protein and nucleic acid components may be calculated from 

their masses and predicted densities and the models thresholded at the appropriate level, this is a 

very inexact method. Small changes in the scaling and CTF can greatly affect the volume, which is 

very sensitive to the contour level (Baker et al., 1999). Even with highly refined structures the 

calculated volume rarely matches the expected value. This may be due to limited resolution which 

produces a volume larger than expected (Conway et al., 1996), or because the contributions of 

carbohydrate and lipid bound to the protein are excluded in the calculations because they are 

difficult to model. Additionally disordered portions of the structure may not be visible at high 

resolution. Because of this, models are often contoured at about 120% of the expected value (Baker 

et ai., 1999). An alternative method, which is more subjective and less easy to quantify, is to choose 

a volume at which there are no large disconnected areas and unexpected holes in the structure 

(Conway et ai., 1996). Of course, this is a guideline that can be disregarded when there are 

explanations for disconnected densities, such as disordered elements that may not be visible at the 

correct threshold (Conway et al., 1996). A third, more objective method consists of setting the 

threshold level at 1.5 or 2 standard deviations above the background (Baker et ai., 1999). 

5.2. Methods 

5.2.1. Projection 

In order for the images from the different defocus groups to align correctly, calculated CTFs of each 

defocus group were applied to the Fourier transform of the reference model, which was then Fourier 

transformed back into real space to produce models with the appropriate defocii. 
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Chapter 5. Refinement 

Each model, was then projected at evenly spaced angles over the asymmetric unit (8 E [69.09°, 

90°]; <p E [-31.17°,31.17°]). According to equation 1, for this 300 A HcRNAV reconstruction, to 

achieve a 15 A resolution, -0.5 ( ~5 .36~O ) projections would be required. To accurately determine 

the orientations of the particles, and to compensate for the low SNR, 29 projections with angular 

spacing of 5° were initially used for a redundancy of 55. After 25 iterations this was increased to 

164 projections with an angular spacing of 2°, and then to an angular spacing of 1 ° producing 678 

projections after 34 iterations so that the orientations of the particles may be more accurately 

determined. 

5.2.2. Alignment 

Multi-reference alignment, with AP SH from SPIDER (Frank et al., 1996), was used to align the 

particles to the reference projections with cross-correlation coefficients determining the best 

reference and alignment. Rings of between 5 and 52 pixel radii (which was decreased to 47 pixels 

after 22 iterations) were compared, with a translation search range of 5 pixels in 1 pixel steps and 

no angular restrictions. Initially 90% of the images (rated according to their cross-correlation 

scores) in each defocus group were used to produce the class averages, and this was reduced to 80% 

after five iterations with a further restriction of only including images with a correlation coefficient 

greater than 1 700, which was increased to 2 000 after 36 iterations. The number of images were 

further decreased to 70% after 38 iterations and the threshold increased to 2 100. Class averages of 

the images were then formed for each reference projection. 

The movement of individual images between classes was tracked in order to determine when the 

model had converged. 

5.2.3. Back-projection 

The class averages, which did not necessarily cover all the angles of the asymmetric unit that were 

originally projected, were then back-projected with BP 3F, applying icosahedral symmetry, to form a 

new model. When the number of projections was increased to 164, individual classes consisted of 

two to three particles at most, with most classes consisting of a single image. Therefore at this stage, 

the images were individually back-projected at the angles determined by the alignment. 
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Chapter 5. Refinement 

5.2.4. CTF correction 

Ideal CTFs were calculated for each defocus group using the defocus values calculated previously 

by CTFFIND3 (Mindell & Grigorieff, 2003) and Gaussian envelopes determined manually using 

CTFMATCH (Baxter, 2004). The SPIDER command, TF CTS (Frank & Penczek, 1995), corrects 

the model from each defocus group by the CTF for that defocus, weighted by the number of 

particles in the group to account for "noisy" models produced by defocus groups with fewer 

images. A SNR of 3 was used. All of the models were combined to give an overall CTF-corrected 

model, which was used to form the next set of projections for further refinement. 

5.2.5. Resolution determination 

The reconstruction was performed by splitting the images into two equally sized groups using two 

independent starting models to avoid model bias. The first model was created using common lines 

to determine the orientations of the particles with the MRC program, refine (Crowther et at., 1996), 

and the second model was created using EMAN (Ludtke et at., 1999) as described in Chapter 4. The 

FSC and DPR of the two independent reconstructions was determined in Fourier shells of 1 pixet\ 

using RF 3 from SPIDER (Frank et at., 1996). A cutoff of 0.5 for the FSC and 45° for the DPR were 

used to determine the resolution. The resolution could also be improved by masking the RNA, 

which does not contain the same icosahedral symmetry as the capsid. This masked model was used 

for the refmement of models after 10 iterations. 

5.2.6. Threshold 

The model was thresholded to 0.0143, a value two standard deviations above the mean which 

produces a sensible looking model. The volume of the protein at this threshold was calculated with 

the RNA removed, by a mask with radius of 108 A using the predicted protein density of 1.41 g. 

cm-! (Fischer et at., 2004). 

5.2.7. Negative stain 

Similar methods were used to obtain a 3D reconstruction from the negative stain data set. As the 

resolution was not expected to be better than 20 A, CTF correction is unnecessary and therefore all 

of the particles are refined in one group (or split into two for resolution determination). The models 
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Chapter 5. Refinement 

produced by the cryo-reconstruction were used as starting models. Due to the larger sampling, the 

models produced appeared smaller, and so a smaller radius (50 pixels) is used for the alignment and 

back-projection steps. All the images were used for the reconstruction in the first 5 refinements. The 

number of images was decreased to 90% for the next 10 iterations, to 80% for iterations 16 to 20 

and to 70% for iterations 21 to 30. For iterations 31 to 35 the number of projections to which the 

images were aligned were increased from 29 to 164. The reconstruction was again carried out in 

two independent groups in order to determine the resolution by measuring the FSC and DPR. 

5.3. Results 

5.3.1. Cryo-EM 

The projections of the model at 29 evenly spaced angles and some of the 164 angles is shown in 

Figure 5.2. It was to these projections that the images were aligned. 

Figure 5.3 shows the images of one defocus group aligned to one of the projections and the class 

average from these projections that was used to for the back-projection step when angular steps of 

5° were used. 
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Chapter 5. Refinement 

The 1\\0 independent recon,tructi<Jns "cre used to calc ulaTe the rcso llllion m.mg the FSe and DPR 

as mea-'llrem.n!s of the ,.,olution. Significant improvem.nt, in ,e,olution we, •. ,,,en "h.n th. 

image, were aligned to tho err corr~ct.d model rather thm th. individllal defOCll' grOllp model, 

(from 27,3 A to 19,9 A) and when the angle step size for producing The projections was decreascd 

from 5' to ~"(1O 1~ , 5 A) I).creasing the ang'" ,top ,ize to 1° improved ilk: r~", IUlion ,lightly kJ 

18.1 A (Figlll'e 5,6). 

"' 
"' , 

c " 
" 

0 

·0.' 
OOC ' .01 c." '.0' 0." '.'0 

nguu 5.6: fSC plw wilh the 0.5 resolution cl'iterion mal'kd lure (--I the ",odd, "fined in "p<N'"'' d,,(OC1i, 

WOWI, i--) ,h. ;""'1<> alig"fu to P"'j.diO", of the "''''ged ",odd "'ilk .I " a'tg"lar incr"",,,"',,, ( ) jlrug".! 

liil'""d tv project.""" '" :" anl'war i""'·"'1<nl. and (--) im""",. all!('1<'u tv p"ojmion at i" ""1(1'1",' i",~em"nJ, 

Figure 5 7 shows that there i., a final r •. ,o llltion 01" 22,6 A according to tho DPR crit.rion of 45" and 

1 8 A according \0 the FSe criterion of 0 ,5 , 

Thc thre,hold value of double the ,tandard dcviation above the mean that wa, ll scd in visllal ising 

th. moods. Thi, produc.", model., "h.re the cap.,id )lOI1ion (with Ih~ RNA masked out) h"" a 

voi llme of 1,037 x 10' A' (21~, 4 x 10' vo>.dsj, "hich i> larg~r by 220/. \0 thc prcdicted volu!llC of 

180 ,uhunit' ofth . J8 lDa prot. in 01"8.055 x 10' A' (using protein density - 1.41 g.cn,-'j. 
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Chapler 5. R~finemml 
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Sp .... 1 Fr."1L.'e:1G'/ (1111) 

Figure 5. , . FSC r'--) and DPR ( __ ) ()f ,"" final ,",/:aliw ''''in ",<,o"'''",,'iOl' indwelling ,' .. oI"'iOl' val..,,, qf If;, I J 

and )2.6 A ""_'f'f",i"!/f 

5.3.2. Negative stain 

Due (0 Ih" >larting mode ls lhal were dose (0 the Irue mooeL Ihe reconstruction converged casil) 

(within 30 iterations, Figure 5,8) to the model shown in Figure 5.9 wilh a radius of 188 A. The 

increases in the convergenc~ rio! at 16 and 2 1 iteration, are d"" to decrea.e, in the num~r of 

images ",ed in (he rcconsiJUclion, from ~:w. t[) 81)"/, (0 7()"/ •. 

,"0 

'"0 

I ~, 
\' 

~ ~ , 
j '" , 
~ 

C 

0 " 

Fi:~" -'. ~: CQm''''~¥n<'' of ,,-, ,~" ,,.ltpmrknl nex""',,, .",in ",,,,,,I,, (.--) "",J (--!, of Ikl{'drJlJ'! a:; 

i",lical<J h.f ,;", '"'"'""" olda,,. "h"oge> in Ih, I~'" ind,p,nJ<m ""'"'-,,',-""/"'''' 
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Fipu 1.9: .""'fir<' ,,"". <III<l fco,~aJ ,Iicr. 'II ,,,, .~ d. .... {> tf Iiv' .tt-I ... fI>Il>'t num ",O.M/ '" 

1k1t\,f110'1 -J """~ I/o; ".~foJoI""-~ b) """~ ,md dtTn-foI" ",;. ",oJ,~ oo..~ t4. ft .. -foid ,",' II._.J ~,do 

SFIDER Ihad;. ~, aI 1ll96J ""a ,"i=a/i.",j ",Uh CIII.If£1U Ir#""",~ ~I aI . ZOO#I. 

The FSC shown in figure 5 10 indicate , a tim] resolution of 25 A that did 001 improve with a 

<kcr.as< in angular ! I ~P s i £~. 
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Chapler 5. Re{inemem 

" 
" 0 

~ 

" ·l.' 
co 

C 

O,r,:l()(l O,r,l :l(l '.Qlc,o r','300 O,r"'G ',%()-J 'J,OS GG C,'J'oc, Q,CS')(l 'l.OOG'J 'J1OCG 

Sp.tl.1 Frt-q "Me, (1 rAI 

F,X"" 5, W: RiC 1'--) and DPR (--) of 1M fi"aI ,,,,;>;alil'< ,tai" ",comlruction of HcRN,l ni19 indicatin;>; 

,."oiutiO/1 mill<' of 25 A mut 16 A ",!,€ctiwly, 

5.4. Discussion 

Onc of (he problems with performing the CTF ~orrec(ion on the moods, is that the in~reas¢d S,\R 

which is g~nerm~d b)- comhining many images, i, d.crea,.d when the reconstruction, are carri.d 

out in <;crarat~ defo~us grollp." Thi.' i, owrcome by aligning the imag~., to the proie~tions of the 

err corr.cled modd, which has had lTh: approprial. CTF applied, A large increa,. in r~solUlion 

(from 27.3 A to 19,8 A rcwlmion) was achic\'Cd when this wa, first implcmcnkd a"d the 

reconstructio" wa, ther~t;"'e repeated with this t~ature ti"om th" ,tart 

The number of image., u,ed for the reconstruction i., <kcre,,-,~d gradually in order to slowly remm'e 

the WOIst images ba<;~d on the il ~orrelation to The pro.i~~tions in order to improve the mo<kl. While 

mor~ images inc,"as~ lh~ SNR in lh. class av~mg.s th~l aI. us.d to pro<iuc. the modd, the 

deviation trom the 3D structure by poorly al igned ima&<,s and deformed or overlapping rartid .. 

dislorts the cla,s awmge, us~d 10 form m. mo<kls, lh.,eb)' <kcr~a,ing the res.ol"tio", This. has been 

shown by J.iu Cl ,,1 (2007) wh~le a rc""lmion 0[7.9 A wa. achi~'cd tOr a ,""COtl.'llUction from 284 

rarticle, cho,e" from a data .,et of 4 865 images orig.inally collected (Li" e/ ai" 2007). 

TIlis s.trategy, togcth~1 with the i"~leasc in the numkl of projectio", leo to a final resolution of 

18.1 A. While this is m~rl.edly b<l!~r th~ " th. 25 A r~solulion obl~in;:J by lecoll.<trllction of the 
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Chapter 5 R,ji"emenl 

n~ga(iw slain ,jala set, it is at a WOThC resolution than i, often ach.k,~cJ for cryo-reconsrruction of 

Vi[lL' partides, Lnfortunatel}, due 10 lack of material. this [.solution could not tJ" imrrov~d by 

collecting more dala. Th;, also prcwntc,11hc U'C of X_ray cry<tallogmphy 10 provi<k a dctailc,t 

high resolution structure of HcRNA V 109. 

Initially (h. two ind~pendent modd, apP"Jr.d to he ""I') diff.rent ",h"n align"d. CIIl'&' 

c~aminati(ln revealed (h~t Illis was due to opposite handcdnc« of the molecule, (Figure 5. 11), 

I:lecause the image, UTe projection' oft"" mol,,",,!., it i, impo"ihle to ldl apart the lOp and bottom 

of (he r~r!iclcs li'(>Illlhe im~gc', ThCl'dorc m'o mirror_image I'cconS("UClion;; al'c pos<ibk Tilting (>I' 

m~tal-,hadowing .xp",im.m, ar. '''quireci to d"terrnin" the hand~dn~» Oflh~ ,'irus and thLL\ it was 

\ 
, 

Mirror 

Fig"", .1.11: If"",JrrJ,,,,,<.< "r II>< 1,,-0 ,''';/'-'1'''"'."'''' ("),0 ",."c""",~cliom oj Ii('R.\A fI(r) 41" tell ileralio"" D) TN 

r"·,,,,,,,,~,,Ii"" jrom II" ,.'OmmDn Ii..-,' ,,,,,,-'i''1I: n".leI. h) iJ,.· rt.'''''''''"",:If",,, fro", II", KIf 1~' .,'Jar'i";; mod<i. ~) BOlh 

"""''''''I<{,/W'I'' alig""rJ to 01>'-' (mb< "" r. Vi,,,,,1 is''rJ ~'ilh Chim"" II' "iI>." r.;fn ,'1 al.. ! 1)(!4 J 
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Ch"plel" 5. Rejinemen/ 

necessary to arbit,"ril)' coose one of th" model.. The common line, reconstruclion "'''"' arbitrarily 

chosen and so the recon;;truction tmm the EMAN 'taning modet "'''-, mirrored to retleet idemicat 

handed,,,,,, (Fignre ~. II) , 

Exam'nation of the arrangement of ,ubunits of the model reveal, that the virus i, a f- 3 virus, as 

can be ,een "hen a cage representing T=3 symmetry i. imrosed (Fignre 5_t2al_ The t80 qu"-'i

cqnivalem snhunits thaT aco [If"llicted by the _'ymm~try and appear lIS 180 "bumps" On the ,,,,face of 

the capsid, is verified h)' the ,alum. calculation. The different snbnniTs and pentamers are clearly 

visibk "h~n th~ modd is CO lour~d rad ially (Figure 5_ 12h and c 1 

FiN"" 5.12, 1'''''0''"' vi,,,, of ,he ' -ryo """,,,.,,,". ,,rl IJdl.,\".4 V 1119.· a) wilh a T J .,ymm"'I)' cag' , b) colQrn d by 

radius 10 cia/if). "-,"'nun,,,r:Y d em,,",' and 0) "i/h an {K1anl ,'~I ""'!Y' to rewal ""lire Image .. """"d "'irh ('him<ra 

(PelM<en N "I.. 2M,,) 

A cTOss-section view of Ihe model (Fignre 5_ t 3a) coloured according to the ekctron den,ity (,a luc 

ofth~ yoxels) I~"eats th~ RNA inside too capsid. dislinct from Ihe capsid proteins_ AIThongh R,\A 

nsually has a much higher dectron (I¢nsity than pmTein. the ico,ahedrat averaging of th~ IC\A 

decrease< the apparent el~ctron densil; in the model. Areas of highcr ckctron dens it;: heTween the 

RNA and the capsid indicate areas of RNA that are mor~ icosahedrally ordered that are most likdy 

whe .. th~ RNA hinds to the plOtein , By slicing: ttJ" electIOn dcnsi!)' higher along The o_axi. Figure 

5, 13 b, it is rc"cakd that these orMrcd-R,\A regi<lns occur at the three-toLd axes, I he N-tenniml> of 

thc capsid protein "ontains an argininc_rich r~glOn (12 of the 18 amino acids from residue n to 39) 

which is lllo,tlikd), too RNA binding r~gion, This suggests thatl"-tcrminal i. position.d towards 

Th. interior of the viru.,_ 
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Chupwr 5, Rejillclncill 

Figu," 5.13: Vi"," of II", cryo mod<I of HdlX41"111'J ,Ie .... " lhe ,,,,o,toM ",i, 0"010111"<11 by ,1"'lr"" ,iensily "",I sf.",1 ~I 

aJ !>aff''',.. hllugl1<lr up ,,,,d CJ surf""" \"",," i" r..-Ja 10 .hOl'· th< "'paral< <i,err"" ik.,.",," of ,I", proldn and 8..'L1 

l"1ewed .... irh Chimuu (Petw,.,,,,, m,. 2iJ{Jo), 

The large ca~ity in the centre of the RNA wuld b< rul artefaci be~ause the noi,e in lhe: 

reconstruction of icosahedral particles is greate<t here (Cheng el al.. 1(194). Th. blobs of 

llnconnect.d density are due to noi,e that ha, b<en ,ymmelrised and fillered, 

The trimers making up the ~apsid me ~isible in Fi>:ure 5.14 where there are distinct inter(!Cti(ln< 

bel\>;een the the quasi_equivalent sub_llllits. Th . two slightly different a ,"ld c ,ubunits alternate to 

[oml Ihe he"amer around the three-fold axis. 

Th. negati .. e stain and cryo re~on'lrlldiom app"3r out" ardly ,imilar. allh(}u>:h the negative stain is 

at a lower rewlulion , Howe, er. ,liocing the two reconstructions reveals that the disHnc! separation of 

RNA from the c"psid prot.in ~isible in the c'l'o-reconstruction is not ,i,ible in the negative 'lain 

recomtnlclion Figure 5.15. Thi, is dlle (0 (he stain not entering the viral shell to increa,e tho 

electron density for ,t to be ~i,ible, rhe negative stain m(}del show, greater electron density althe 

five-fold axes. indicated by bille in Figure S, ISa. TIlis is less diSl!nct in the c'l'o-r.conmuc(iom 

sugge,ting that it i, an artd:.ct ,k,e 10 the high 'ymmet'l' al those l""it;on,. 
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('hapler 5. Refinement 

Fig"'~ l 14: C/m" "P l'iew qf ,he c"{'Iid qf ,he cryo I"!co",,'ruclOd f1cRX~nl)9 vi,,",'eIi down Iht '/vtf-jdd ,,,,i.I 

d"p1(~'in!l, Iii<' <""l',1<1 "'",,'r> I"""ud by Iht tll' g, M".J triangle !hi! diffirelll q'",-,i-<'quimlcn/ wbun!,", "r.lalxll"i 

"J. b) am d I';,uail,,'d with Chirrn'ra (PeII,","'" ,'I ,4., 11)1)4) 

This muCture cliff." marl..~djy fwm the structure predicted by Naga.<aki t'I al. (2005) u,,"g 

homology modelling to t~ bl.cl beetle ,'iru,_ Unlike the homology mood which sllgg~'led un~ 

morphologic,,1 sub unit per cdpsid Trimer, leaditlg to (he suggestion thallhis wa, aT-I ,-ifllS,lhi, 

EM reconstruction "learly rewa1, that thi, i, a 1'- 3 virus. Each protein th~rcfor~ produces ,m 

inciividu"llllorphoiugie,1 subunil thaT adds up 10 tk I g{) expected fol'" T=3 \'irus (Figure 5. 141 
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Chapter 5. Refinemc,~ 

• ~ • • , 
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,0 • • ~~. \,' ' .. ~ ., . .-' 'T , _, .' 0:.,.--
"~.l. ~ .. • .... ~. -• ' " • 
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• 

Figu" 5./5: Comp,riwn of negativ" _"ain "nd cryo·,.,comIrUGlions or/ IcRAj V/IJ9, SU"i«" ... j"", 'if' oj Ii><! "",.~aliv" 

"ai~ Iwotl.<I,,,,:liM h) b<JIh 0,0- and ""sali", <tain ,"comtruc,jons "i!;",d and cJ ,'" elY" reeonsin""jon are pl,,,,d 

''''n'' ,h<!" r"peel",' C"/-i'WI!,' ,-j",',\ cif' "I ,I", ""!?,'i"" -"Iai~ and fJ J/" crW __ ",,'()/J,<I,uclion c%"r<d by 'h, dectron 

densit) and ~J ,hi.' ,!ie,d ,·k", ofbo<h re"",,,,'ruciloos "Ux"nl In"'Xf> n">de wi," CHI.lffilA (P'IJ<r'"~" ai., 2(04) 

Black beetle caps id prot~ in i, a PO()l' choice for a oollloiogy mockl as it only ha, 10% ,equence 

h[)mokigy 1<> lhe HcRNAV cap,id and no di scernible predicted ,truc(urc homology (Chaptcl' I, 

section LJ Hctcrocap," cil'cu la,i'quallla RNA vil'lls), although the )lO,iti[)ns of the variab le regions 

of tM carsid " ~re ITI[),t Jy Io<;aled [)n tm: ex tc'Jior [)f (h. vim; v.hich supported the hypothe,i, Ihal 

variation in (he cap,id Jdermin~s the strain 'pcciticity of the HcRN4.V infect ion. Untommately. 

the resolution of th i, EM reconstruction doe, not allow for rrediction of th~ (ertiary SlrllCt ur~ of 

individual capsid pw(~im and further s(ruc1Um l studi~ s are ne~ded in ord~r to ckt~l'llIine the 

pos itions of tM ~ariabl~ r~gions of the capsid and (he "au,e of the main 'p""ificit), of HcRNA V, 
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Chapter 6. Conclusions 

Chapter 6. Conclusions 

Two 3D reconstructions of HcRNAVl 09 were produced for the two different methods of sample 

preparation: negative stain and cryo-EM. The final negative stain reconstruction was obtained using 

2457 of the 3 511 images originally picked for a final resolution of 25 A. In total 1 275 of the 

original 2 593 particles, distributed amongst 19 defocus groups from the cryo-dataset were used to 

produce a model with a resolution of 18.5 A. CTF correction was performed on the models from the 

separate defocus groups of the cryo-dataset to form one CTF -corrected reconstruction. 

Two adjustments to the initial method were found to greatly improve the resolution of the 

reconstruction: aligning the particles to projections of the CTF-corrected model (with the 

appropriate defocus applied) rather than the individual models produced in the defocus groups; and 

increasing the number of projections to which the images were aligned by decreasing the angular 

step size. The increase in resolution due to more accurate determination of particle orientation by 

aligning them to more projections, is limited by the quality of the data. For the negative stain 

reconstruction, an increase in the number of projections did not increase the resolution of the 

reconstruction. While the resolution of the cryo-EM reconstruction improved when the angular step 

was decreased from 5° to 2°, further decrease of the angular step to 1 ° only improved the resolution 

slightly. The resolution of the cryo-reconstruction was limited by the number of images of 

HcRNAVl09 particles that were collected due to limited sample with a low concentration of virus 

particles. 

Reconstruction from the two independent starting models for the cryo-data illustrates a shortcoming 

of the method in that the two models have opposite handedness. This can only be resolved by 

obtaining additional information. Metal-shadowing or tilt experiments can be used to determine the 

handedness by EM. Alternatively if an atomic model becomes available where the handedness is 

restricted by the chirality of the natural L-amino acids or right-handed a-helices, it could be docked 

into the reconstructions to determine the correct structure. The correct model could, therefore, be 

the mirror-image ofthe one presented here. 

This reconstruction reveals that HcRNAVl09 forms a T=3 virus with each of the 180 subunits in 

the structure representing a separate morphological subunit. This number of subunits is consistent 
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Chapter 6. Conclusions 

with the volume calculated from the capsid component of the reconstruction. The interactions of the 

three quasi-equivalent subunits to form a trimer are revealed in the cryo reconstruction. 

While the surface features are present in the negative stain reconstruction, no internal structure is 

visible due to the stain only coating the exterior of the virus. In contrast, in the cryo reconstruction 

of HcRNAVI09, the capsid protein and RNA are clearly separated by a trough of low electron 

density. Although nucleic acid has a higher electron density than protein, the RNA of the virus 

reconstruction has a lower electron density due to averaging by the icosahedral symmetry that is 

imposed on the unsymmetrical RNA. Areas of more ordered RNA, where the RNA and protein 

interact more closely, are visible around the three-fold symmetry axes where the electron density is 

greater. This suggests that the RNA interacts with the capsid protein at the three-fold axes. 

Examination of the protein sequence reveals that the protein contains an arginine rich sequence near 

the N-terminal that most likely binds the RNA. 

The homology modelling of HcRNAV34 and HcRNAVI09 to BBV by Nagasaki et al. (2005) to 

predict the structure of the capsid proteins and determine the position of the variable regions of the 

capsid proteins has been revealed to be incorrect. Unlike BBV where the three quasi-equivalent 

proteins come together to form one morphological subunit, HcRNA VI 09 has three distinct 

"bumps" for the three subunits. Unfortunately, the resolution of the reconstruction does not allow 

for prediction of the tertiary structure of individual capsid proteins and thus nothing can be 

concluded about fold of the capsid protein and the positions of the variable regions of the sequence 

that are predicted to dictate the strain specificity of HcRNAV. 

The lack of homology of the the capsid protein to any known virus does not discount the possibility 

that HcRNAVI09 may also contain the ,a-jelly roll fold that is ubiquitous in virus capsid proteins, 

particularly ssRNA viruses, as the same topology is present in a wide range of capsid protein with 

no discernible sequence homology. However, no other related structures of marine algae viruses 

have been solved, so it is possible that capsid consists one of the other folds observed in virus, or an 

entirely novel fold. Higher resolution EM studies or X-ray crystallography structural studies are 

needed to determine the secondary and tertiary structure of HcRNAV. 
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Appendix A 

Appendix A 

Table A: List of defocii of the micrographs 

Micrograph Defocus (IJm) Micrograph Defocus (IJm) ! 

302 31146.36 495 37967.63 

303 44046.94 496 35422.41 

304 42296.29 497 36278.10 

305 32720.93 498 39925.94 

306 34588.38 499 34837.26 

307 31642.18 501 37718.24 

308 23626.57 502 37310.70 

309 35364.70 504 31393.72 

310 23886.59 505 32212.15 

311 38111.93 506 33371.91 

313 28324.11 519 37425.11 

314 32468.67 521 41066.31 

315 35666.89 522 38041.47 

316 35978.95 524 36866.78 

317 33486.74 527 35049.51 

318 33271.67 529 37751.71 

319 29682.29 530 36671.78 

321 34739.64 531 32701.49 

322 42997.44 532 30999.58 

323 28399.59 534 33111.73 

324 37196.00 536 31245.15 

325 57817.96 539 29865.60 

467 41205.11 546 29896.73 

471 31197.15 547 34767.30 

473 30075.05 551 30437.68 

477 28126.47 553 32522.78 

479 30541.77 554 31869.65 

480 33057.11 555 16370.61 

481 32227.96 557 33630.89 

482 30507.16 558 48891.95 

483 30441.89 559 31756.26 

484 30917.20 560 44332.38 

486 31788.57 561 32045.41 

487 30573.84 562 43134.52 

488 31451.80 563 32010.50 

489 29596.16 565 34018.06 

490 27396.60 
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Appendix B 

Appendix B 

Table B: Icosahedral symmetry file for MRC orientation of an icosahedral particle. 

\jJ 9 IP \jJ 9 IP 
1 3 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 31 3 -58.283 36.000 121. 72 
2 3 -58.283 72.000 -121.72 32 3 -159.09 60.000 -159.09 
3 3 -58.283 144.00 -121.72 33 3 159.09 120.00 -159.09 
4 3 121.72 144.00 58.283 34 3 58.283 144.00 121.72 
5 3 121.72 72.000 58.283 35 3 0.0000 90.000 90.000 
6 3 -121.72 36.000 -121.72 36 3 -58.283 108.00 121.72 
7 3 -121.72 108.00 -121.72 37 3 -121.72 72.000 121.72 
8 3 0.0000 180.00 0.0000 38 3 159.09 60.000 159.09 
9 3 58.283 108.00 58.283 39 3 90.000 90.000 -180.00 

10 3 58.283 36.000 58.283 40 3 20.905 120.00 159.09 
11 3 -90.000 90.000 -180.00 41 3 0.0000 180.00 0.0000 
12 3 -159.09 120.00 159.09 42 3 -121.72 108.00 58.283 
13 3 121.72 108.00 121.72 43 3 -121.72 36.000 58.283 
14 3 58.283 72.000 121.72 44 3 58.283 36.000 -121.72 
15 3 -20.905 60.000 159.09 45 3 58.283 108.00 -121.72 
16 3 -121.72 144.00 121.72 46 3 121.72 108.00 -58.283 
17 3 180.00 90.000 90.000 47 3 -159.09 120.00 -20.905 
18 3 121.72 36.000 121.72 48 3 -90.000 90.000 0.0000 
19 3 20.905 60.000 -159.09 49 3 -20.905 60.000 -20.905 
20 3 -20.905 120.00 -159.09 50 3 58.283 72.000 -58.283 
21 3 159.09 120.00 20.905 51 3 121.72 36.000 -58.283 
22 3 -159.09 60.000 20.905 52 3 180.00 90.000 -90.000 
23 3 -58.283 36.000 -58.283 53 3 -121.72 144.00 -58.283 
24 3 0.0000 90.000 -90.000 54 3 -20.905 120.00 20.905 
25 3 58.283 144.00 -58.283 55 3 20.905 60.000 20.905 
26 3 159.09 60.000 -20.905 56 3 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
27 3 -121.72 72.000 -58.283 57 3 121. 72 72.000 -121.72 
28 3 -58.283 108.00 -58.283 58 3 121.72 144.00 -121.72 
29 3 20.905 120.00 -20.905 59 3 -58.283 144.00 58.283 
30 3 90.000 90.000 0.0000 60 3 -58.283 72.000 58.283 
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